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FOREWORD r
This report was prepared by Atomics International (AI), a
| division of North American Rockwell. The activities discussed
in the report were 534Z, .conducted under NASA Contract NAS3- I
_/_'*_ with Mr. 3, P. Couch, of the Lewis Research Center, as project
manager for NASA, and Mr. T. A. Moss as project manager for
AI. The ,_rimar7 loop pump assembly study was conducted as
part of an overall program to develop a 60- to 80-kwe reactor
Brayton space power system.
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• ABSTRACT _'
A preliminary design study of flight-typede conduction -
o permanent magnetic, ac helicalinduction, and ac linearinduction
pumps for circulating883°K (I130"F) NaN at 9.1 kg/sec (20 Ib/sec) _
is described, Various electromagnetic pump geometrics are eval-
uated against hydraulic performance, and the effects of multiple
windings and numbers of pumps per assembly on overall reliabi!_ty
were determined. The methods used in the electrical-hydrauli%
stress, and thermal analysis are discussed, and the high-tempera-
ture electricalmaterials selected for the applicationare listed.
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SUMMARY i:
A preliminary design study of dc conduct'_on - permanent magnetic, ac hell- (
cal induction, and ac linear induction types of pumps wa.,_ performed, where ;.
various geometries were evaluated against performance. The special i v "ca- ._
: tion in the ZrH reactor - Brayton cornb_ned system test (CST) requ",.:dthat :_
pump assembly produce 48.3 kN/m 2 (7 p.d) headrise at 9.1 kg/sec (20 lb/sec) i
with 610 °C (1130°F) NaK. Each pump as _embly consisted of either two cr three
pumps connected in series hydraulically, where one pump in each case was non-
operating or standby to enhance overall reliability.
With the dc-type of pump, the thr :-pump option proved more efficient, _"
since there was less braking action resulting from the smaller nonoperating _
pump. In the three-pump option, each pump required -'-10,500 amp at ---0.2 v
to meet the flow requirements, and operated at 16% efficiency. The total iron
and copper weight of the three-pump PLPA was "--345 kg (760 lb). _
, /
The Brayton power conversion system produces 440 Hz electrical power_ _,
which must be converted to the low voltage, high amperage required for the dc
pumps, at an overall conditioning efficiency of_,-25%. Also associated with the _ i_.
high amperage is high bus loss; therefore, the power conditioning equipment
mus_ be in close proximity to the punlp in the nuclear shield gallery. This
would require that the associated electronic equipment for power conditioning _
be radiation hardened. Powering the dc pumt s with thermoelectric modules
was considered, but discarded, since 35 to 40 rnodules must be tightly packaged
into the gallery for the specified flow conditions. As a result of a lack of overall
system compatibility, the dc pumps were de-emphasized for the PLPA application.
A reliability analysis of the ac types of PLPA options indicated that there was i
t
little difference in the inherent reliabilities between the two-pump option with two
windings per pump and the three-pump option with one winding per pump. How- :;
ever, the two-pump options were Z0% more efficient than their three-pump coun-
terparts,, as a result of h_gher hydraulic losses in the three-pump configuration. _
Also, the three-pump option occupied "-80% more volume than the corresponding _
two-pump option. For these reasons, the three-pump options were de-emphasized
about midway through the program. :!
:$
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The dual helical induction pump was selected over the dual linear pump for
the PLPA application, since it was more efficien+.,smaller, and lighter than the
linear pump. The dual helical PLPA required 6.6 kwe at 43 v and 46 Hz to pro-
duce rated flow while operating at 9.I_0 efficiency. The _fflciency of the dual t_
linear was 7.0_/0. It was also shown that, because of the stator geometric con- [:!
figurations, the winding temperature of the helical pump was "_65" C (117" F) ii.
#
less than for the linear. Also, heavy external structural members were re-
' i!quired to maintain the din_ensional integrity of the linear pump, b_.cause of itsinherent "flat" design.
AI-73-54
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i I. INTRODUCTION
! A. SCOPE
i
_ This electromagnetic pump study was performed as part of an overall pro-
, gram to develop a PLPA for the ZrH reactor - Brayton cycle combined systerni
Facility.(I-3_ This report covers
/
' test to be run at NASA-LeRC's Space Power "
! the preliminary design, during which both two-pump and three-pump options of
the PLPA were considered for each of three basic types of EM pumps.
_ The three types of pump which were considered were the permanent mag-
,_ j netic - dc conduction, the ac helicalinduction, and the ac flatlinear induction
" I type. The basic principles of operation of these three types of pumps are show_
; _ schematically in Figure I. In the Faraday dc conduction pump, an electrical
::ii ! current (I) passing horizontally through the fluid in the presence of a magnetic
i field (B) causes a body force on the fluid in the direction shown. This body force
generates a differential pressure in the fluid, causing the conducting fluid to
flow in the direction of the force. The pressure generated in the fluid is propor-
_ tional to the product of the current, flux, and distance. Typically, this type
I of requires a high-amperage ('--10,500 amp), low-voltage (0.2 v)
pump power
' _ supply.
I Also shown in Figure l is a schematic of the ac hell,al inductionpump,
_ which is similar to a squirrel cage motor, except that the rotor is replaced
I with a conducting fluid. The stator windings in the slots carrying ac curzent
_i generate a rotatingmagnetic fieldthat induces electricalcurrents to flow in the
I liquid metal. The interaction of this induced :urrent and magnetic field creates
a body force on the fluid, causing it to rotate tangentially. By imposing a helical
vane in the liquid metal channel, a head can be developed in the axial direction.
The flat ac linear induction pump is similar to the helical, except that the
stator winding has been flattened out, and divided on either side of the liquid
metal duct. Again, the ac winding in the stator slots generates an axially mov-
ing magnetic field, which, in turn, induces an electri:al current in the liquid
metal. The interaction between the induced currents and the magnetic field
causes a body force on the conductin_ fluid, giving a pressure rise in the fluid.
AI-72-54
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x_, Two other pump concepts were brieflyconsidered, but were rejected as | :
: _ _
! not being competitive with those previously discussed. Consideration was given !
! i to the dc electromagnetic fieldpump, which had the advantages thatpressure I
and flow could be controlled, and eddy current braking on the nonoperating pump _
was el_inated. In this pump, the permanent magnetic is replaced with an elec- .
,. : .,
tromagnet. The disadvantage of the concept was that ithad allthe failuremodes i
, :-
_. associated with both the dc and ac pumps (i.e.,bus bar to pump throat jointsepa- _.:
t ration, loss of feedthroughs, coil shorts, and loss of coolant). Since the concept !
offered no increase in efficiency,and was inherentlyless reliable,itwas dropped i
from further consideration.
The ac annular linear inductionpump was also considered, since ittheoret- i
icallyof£ered modest improyement in efficiencyover the helicaland fiatlinear
"_ inductionpumps. However, the lack of extensive design, fabrication,or opera- !
_ -- tionalexperience precluded itsbeing selected for the preliminary design study, i
( i •
The lamination construction for thispump is radial, which is difficulto handle _
in the stator, and provides a relativelyflexiblemagnetic core construction. This i
core constructiontends to deflectduring operation, closing off one side of the _
• ¶
; gap, due to magnetic pull. The core shiftcauses an electricalpinch on the fluid, i
_. which redistributesthe magnetic fluxof the machine and could reduce the pump .,
performance. _ "_
The two- and three-pump options for the three types of pumps selected are '
shown schematically in Figure 2. For the dc conduction pump, the options are _
simply the choice between two large pumps or three smaller pumps in the PLPA, _
since there are no electricalwindings associated with this concept. _
In the two-pump option of the ac helicalinduction pump, two separate con- _
centric windings are contained in each pump. With the failureof Winding Ia or
lb, operation is s}, ,ted to 2a and 2b at rated conditions. Failure of 2a or Zb _.
wouL_ allow the operation of the PLPA at partialflow conditions, using the un-
failedwindings 'n both pumps. In the three-pump option, each pump has one set _-
of windings, each separately contained;however, the electrornagneticend losses
and hydraulic losses will be higher than for the two-pump option.
AI- 72 - 54
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" In the two-pump option of the ac linear pump, the t_o windings of each z
" _ pump are on separate sides of the fluid duct. _nd may o-- may not have separate
i gas containment. Separite gas containment requires that two thicknesses of .i
:' i metal be added in the air gap, which would reduce overall pump efficiency and _
i; ! introduce severe mecharical design prot.lems. The three-pump option would
_ have single gas containment for each pump; here, again, the three smaller
-
! pumps would have slightlyhigher hydraulic and electromagnetic end losses. :
i These six concepts were to be carried through the preliminary design phase
"- _ until they were no longer viable contenders, based upon their relative merits of
efficiency, size, controllability, reliability, and system compatibility, at which ,
' i time they were to be dropped from further consideration.
:_ This report covers the preliminary design study of the dc conduction, ac i
helical induction, and ac linear induction type pumps performed during the pro- i
gram. Existing AI computer programs were modified, and used to perform the i
!
_ parametric analysis. The programs were changed to account for the two and
, three pumps in series, encountered in the PLPA application. Using the various =
parametric curves generated, a set of reference designs were selected and evalu-
__ ated against the other pump types and system compatibility. -
? B. OBJECTIVE
The objectiveof the PLPA program is to design an electromagnetic pump -_
assembly for circulatingthe primary loop NaK in the SPF reactor - combined
, system test, Figure 3. The space power system consists of a ZrH reactor heat
-- source cooled with liquidNaK, an inert gas Brayton power conversion system, -._
and an organic-cooled waste heat rejectionradiator. There are a number of sup- "
port systems shown, one of which is the auxiliary NaK loop used to supply coolant
to the PLPA electrica_windlngs.
The PLPA is to be situatedbetween the primary nuclear shields surrounding '-_
the reactor and secondary disk-shaped shield at the top, as shown in Figure 4.
For a given cone angle, the height separating these two shield assemblies has a
larbe effect on overall shield weight, and therefor-, should be minimized. Through-
out the equipment gallery, space is at a premium, and all components should have
minimum envelopes. The nuclear environment within the gallery f_r the 5-year
AI-72o54
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application is expected to be 8 x 109 rad gamma, and 8 x nvt fast neutrons
above 1 Mev. Since the gallery is surrounded by the 204 _o 260°C (400 to 500°F) J
_ auxiliary NaK heat rejection radiator, there is littlepossibilityof transferring
heat by radiationfrom the PLPA to itssurroundings. Therefore, during normal
operation, allheat removed from the PLPA is assumed to be rejected only to the
primary loop and the NaK auxiliary coolant loops.
The PLPA was to be designed to meet a series of nominal rated, continuous
off-design, and emergency short-term conditions shown in Table I. The unit
was to deliver 9.1 kg/sec (20 Ibm/sec) of 610°C (ll30°F) NaK with a head rise
of 48.3 kN/m 2 (7.0psi), while requiring <7.6 kwe of inputpower. T_,ePLPA
_ was to be capable of launch, space startup, shutdown and restart, and of con-
tinuous operation in space for a minimum of 5 years_ Itwas to consist of two
or three _lectromagnetic pumps connected in series, and to fitinside a rectangu-
lar volume with a height of 40.7 cm (16 in.)or less and a minimized length and
width. Liquid NaK at 232 °C (450°F) was supplied for co_.lingthe electricalwind-
I ings of each pump.
The primary coolant pressure boundarywas to be designed to the "intent 'f (i. e.,
no code stamp) of Section III, Class I, Code Case 1331-5 of the ASME Boiler and Pres-
sure Vessel Code. Since a gas leak would not cause failure of the total system, the
gas containment surrounding the stator windings was to be designed to the lower
requirements of Section IH, Class II, by reference to Section VII, Division 2.
Materials which were to be used in the PLeA are shown on Table 2. The
selection of the electrical materials is based upon the results of a series of pro-
grams to develop high-temperature electromagnetic devices.(4-7) This class of
electrical materials is capable of long-term operation at 593°C (1100 ° F) without
serious degradation. A high-thermal-conductivity helium-xenon gas mixture
was to be evaluated as a stator gas to reduce winding temperatures.
The followingequations were used in determining the properties of sodium-
potassium eutecticalloy (NaK):
• Vapor Pressure
logl0P = 5.7764 - _- 0.1125 lOgl0T, ...(I)
.I
where P is inpsia and T is in °R. (I psi = 6.89 kN/m2;5/9 TR = TC+273.15 )
AI-72-54
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L"_ TABLE 2 "*
PLPA SPECIFIED MATERIALS
I- _, Primary NaK Piping and Ducts Type 316 Stainless Steel _,:
;" Magnetic Material Hiperco 27
Conductors Copper or Copper Alloy _
i
Conductor Insulation (end turns) °'S" 994 Glass Tape
; _ Slot Insulation +99.5 A1203 Forms %
Interlaminar Znsulation Plasma-Sprayed A1203 :-
2
_ _ Stator Gas _:_ Argon or Helium-Xenon _
:' _' <5 ppm 02 and HzO _
" _ -,-1 atm at rated conditions
" ity
_ Electrical Resistiv
3t 0-6t 2, R : 13.49 + 7.463 x I0- + 7.205 x I ...(2)
where Ris in_-in, and Tis in °F. (1 in. = 2.540 era).
Density _
10-3t
_ p = 54.67 - 8.349 x , ... (3) '
_ o kg/m3). "_where p is in lbm/ft 3 and t is in F. (1 lbm/ft 3 = 11.602 :
_ Thermal Conductivity
' k = 12.20 + 6.787 x 10"3t - 3.793 x 10"6t2 (4)
where k is in Btu/hr-ft-°F and t is in °F. (l Btu/hr-ft-°F=O.O1731w/cm-°C). :
_. Viscosity _-V i
380.26
; i l°gl0_ = 0.6663 + T - 0.4158 lOgl0T , ...(5) :
10-4 kg_massi where _ is inlbm/ft-hr and T is in ° R. (1 lbm/ft-hr = 4.134 x /sec-m_
Specific Heat
_ C s = 0.2353 - 6.345 x 10"5t + 4.558 x 10"8t2 - 8.573 x 10"*2t 3 , ...(6)
_: where C is in Btu/Ibm-°F and t is in °F. (I Btu/Ibm-°F= Ikcal/kg-°C).
. 8
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Using the preceding guideline._ and requirements, conceptual layouts were
prepared for the various pump concepts, and parametric studies were per-
formed. Based on trend curv._s,reference electrical-hydraulicoptimum de-
signs were established. Detail layouts were prepared, reflecting the reference :_
design criteria;and, based on the layouts, stress and thermal analyses were
performed. Comparative estimated reliabilitystudies on the ac PLPAts were
• ialso completed. Finally, recommendations were made regardin_ the optimum
pump type and PLPA configuration. The following sections discuss the results
o.
of these studies.
_r _
"i
/
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-. II. dc CONDUCTION PUMPS
_ _
_ A. GENERAL THEORY OF OPERATION
i; The dc conduction, or Faraday, pump operates on the principle that a con-
ductor carrying current, when placed in a dc magnetic field at right angles to
" the direction of current flow, will have a force exerted on the conductor in a !
'_ direction mutually perpendicular to the field and the direction of current. If,
(_ then, a conducting fluidcontained in a channel is placed in a de magnetic field ::i_
:_ at rightangles to the axial centerlineof the channel, and a current is caused to
_ flow through the channel at right angles to the fieldand tne axial centerline of
the channel, a pressure will be exerted on the fluidin the channel. From Ref- i
erence 8, the idealizedpressure relationshipwill be of the form:
2'
p = (7)
_' whl ' "'"
where:
p -- pressure rise
?
: _- total flux _'1,
I : total current
_ w = cross-sectional dimensions of the channel :
1 = channel length
_i' K = a dimensional constant.
; ' The idealized relationshipmust be modified to account for current shunting, _,-
:; back emf, and armature reaction. To obtain net pressure rise, hydraulic loss _i
" t
_ and edd F curren_ braking effectsmust be subtracted from the developed pressure. :
_ In considering overall pump and PLPA performance, bus losses must also be ';:
_ taken into consideration. _
The dc _nagneticfieldmay be established bv a permanent magnet, or may
_ ' be generated by shunt or series fieldcoils. Studies performed during the initial
!) phase of the PLPA Program indicated that, because of the large conductor cross
_ section required, the use of a series fieldcoilextremely limited the flexibility
of the design, and resulted in high bus losses. Also, the use of shunt fieldcoils
:_ added potentialfailuremodes without significan_improvement of efficiencyor
_, AI-72-54
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Treduction in weight. Therefore, a decision was made, early in the program,
to consider only permanent-magnet field pumps.
._ The dc conduction pump, shown in Figure 5 and used as a model for the
study, consists of a straight permanent magnet with a U-shaped iron flux re-
turn assembly, and two large copper bus bars brazed to the throat duct. One
• of the copper bus bars must be curved, to avoid the return iron of the magnet
and allow bo_h bus bars to be coupled to the power supply on the same side of
_ the pump. Thermal insulation is required between the 610 ° C ( 1130 ° F) NaK
duct and the Alnico V-7 magnets, to maintain their temperature below 482°C
; (900°F). :,
The equivalent electrical circuit for the dc conduction pump is shown in _
i_ Figure 6, along with the basic equation for determining head rise for a given
NaK flow rate. ,
The factor M 1 in Figure 6 is a function of the various wall resistances and
; pump geometry, which is unique for each design. Factor M Z is a function of _.
:_: geometrv and NaK density, while M 3 also includes NaK resistivity. In this stud_r, :_
_( the hydraulic losses for the inactive pump were lumped together with the active
:4 pump in the factor M4, using conventional techniques. The final term, M 5 in the i
equation, was determined from past experimental data on the dc pumps in flow-
ing NaK loops, and is equal to _l.5M 3. ,'
' Figure 7 shows the throat configuration of compensated and uncompensated _
t pumps. In the compensated case, the large electrical current is conducted back !
across the air gap with a copper bar to negate the magnet field setup with a :_:
• single-pass current. Although the magnetic flux can be nearly cancelled, a large
efficiency penalty is incurred by increasing the air gap and bus losses, ,_.
:i., B, PARAMETRIC STUDIES _ :_
The calculations of the various factors in the pressure equation of Figure 6
were programmed into a computer. In addition to performing arithmetic opera-
tions, the program optimizes flux for maximum pressure, and computes magnet
dimensions to provide operation at the magnet material maximum energy product
point. Printouts are provided of the various pump dimensions, weight, operating
conditions, and performance. Table 3 illustrates typical design inputs and vari-
ables. 1AI-72-54
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Figure 6. dc Pump Equivalent Circuit _
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W - WIDTH
%
6530-5406
_ Figure 7. Throat Configuration of Compensated and Uncompensated dc
_ Conduction Pumps
! TABLE 3
°', dc CONDUCTION PLPA DESIGN INPUT AND VARIABLES
_ Constants V 8riables
"_,. Flow Rate, 9.1. kg/sec (20 lb/sec) Throat Length
-" Pressure, 48.3 kN/m 2 (7 psi) Throat W_dLh
_. Throat Wall Thickness, 0._62mm (0.030 in.) Throat Height
:_.
Insulation Thickness, 0.76Zmm (0.030 in.) Number of Splitters/
_ Coolant, NaK-78 2 or 3 Pumps in Series
Materials Compensated or Uncompensated
Permanent Magnet, Alnico V-7 Voltage
Yoke and Pole Piece, Hiperco 27 Current
Bus, Copper-OFHC Power
Throat, TyF,e 316 Stainless Steel Efficienc 7
Magnet Weight
Flux Density, I.1250 teslas Throat Magnetic Flux Density
Field Intensity, 645 oersteds PLPA Configuration
- Temperature, 371 °C (700 °F)
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I,.__ A number of computer design iterations were performed, varying pump
throat length, width, and height for both compensated and uncompensated sys- _
terns. These results showed thatthere was littledifference between the two-
_ and three-pump configurationsfor shorter throat lengths, but a significantdif-
:_ ference between the compensated and uncompensated configurationa. This is
' best shown in Figure 8 for three-pump compensated and uncompensated con-e
: figurations,both with 13-cm (5-in.)long throats. Itwas assumed that 80_0full
compensation could be achieved. On the basis of this analysis, which show_ the
compensated pump to be ---25_0high ._rin weight and Z5_0lower in efficiencythan
_ the uncompensated pump, the compensated configurationwas dropped from fur- _i
• ther consideration. This results from the fact that the increased air gap of the
_" compensated configurationdegrades the performance more than the current
• compensation increases efficiency.
In the compensated configuration, the optimum throat width was determined
, to have a width equal to twice the height. For the uncompensated configuration,
the optimum throat dimensions show the width equal to the height. As will be :
i shown here, optimunl is determined on the basis of both efficiencyand weight.
_ In allfigures shown in this report for the dc conduction PLPA, the weight shown
includes only the magnet, yoke, pole pieces, and copper bus. The efficiency
shown includes a copper bus with a cross section equal to the throat length times
throat height by 51 cm (_0 in.)in length.
: Figure 9 shows how effieiencyand weight vary as the ratio of throat width to =
• height is varied. Efficiency continuallyimproves as this ratio decreases, but
weight increases at a much fasterrate,particularly belo_ a square configuration
when the width exceeds the height. On this basis, a square throat was selected
for the uncompensated pump. i
Figures I0 and II show the effectof varying throat length and throat cross-
sectionalarea for a sqaare duct for both two- and three-pump uncompensated
configurations. The design points in both figures were selected on the basis of
obtaininghigh efficiency-to-weightratios. Increasing throat length and cross
section above the selected points results in littlegain in efficiency,and high in-
creases in weight.
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_; | Table 4 summarizes the design performance and configuration for the two- W
and three-pump uncompensated PLPA's. The three-pump concept appears to be
the best configuration for the specified requirements, based upon its higher ef-
ficiency. The higher overall efficiency is the result of there being a smaller
.
braking effect associated with the smaller standb_ pump in the three-pump op-
tion, as compared to the larger standby pump in the two-pump option•
TABLE _
, TWO- vs THREE- dc PUMP PLPA COMPARISON
3-Pump Z-Pump t
Flow [kg/sec (lb/sec)] 9.1 (20) 9.1 (20)
Pressure _Nlm 2 (psi)] 48.3 (7) 48.3 (7) '
Power [kw] 3.8 4.4
Voltage Iv] 0.179 0.263
$Current lamp] 10,530 16,707
Efficiency [_0 ] 16.1 13.8
Flux Density
_ teslas 0.324 0.4177
(gauss) (3,242) (4,177)
lines/cm 2 3,242 4, 178
(lines/in. Z) (20,916) (26,953)
_S_ze
Width [cm (in.)] 34.3 (13•5) 39.6 (15.6)
Length [cm (in.)] 17.8 (7.0) 17.8 (7.0)
Height [cm (in.)] 29.2 (11.5) 34.5 (13.6)
Throat Dimensions
Length [cm (in.)] 12.7 (5.0) 12.7 (5.0)
Width [cm (in.)] - 4.8 (1.9) 4.8 (1.9)
Height [cm (in.)] 4.8 (1.9) 4.8 (1.9)
* Bus Dimensions
• Length [cm (in.)3 50.8 (20) 50.8 (20)
Are_ [cm2(in.2)] 61.29 (9.5) 61.29 (9.5)
. Total PLPA Weight _g (lb)] 345 (756) 323 (712)
*Per pump
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Figure lZ. Head Rise and Efficiency vs NaK Flov, for dc PLPA
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Figure 13. Power vs Flow Rate for dc PLPA :-
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Figure 12 shows the developed head and efficiencyvs flow at constant cur-
rent input for the uncompensated design. Peak efficiencyfor this design is at
I less than design flow, but thisprovides good efficiencyat both startup and design
conditions. Figure 13 shows the voltage, current, and power, plotted as a func-
I tion of flow at the design pressure head of 48.3 (7 psi). Since the pres-kN/m 2
• _ . sure head would be expected to drop as flow is lowered, a more realistic per-
! formance curve is shown in Figure 14, where it is assumed that pressure is
, related to the square of the flow rate. This figure shows pressure, efficiency,
and input power, plotted as a function of flow rate when this assumption is made.
It is seen that startup power is _ninimal (_20 w), at flow rates of <15_0 of design
flow. However, it should be kept in mind that the voltage drop across the diodes
used in the power conditioning equipment for the dc pumps is nearly constant
with power output, and this willpenalize the pumps at low flow conditions.
C. POWER CONDITIONING CONSIDERATIONS
After selectingthe dc conduction three-pump option, as defined in Table 4, _:
as the best of the dc pump options, c_nsideration was then given to obtainingthe
low-voltage (0.i79 v), high-amperage (21,000 amp) power required to operate a _
i dc PLPA. A power supply to co_ver_ the 440-Hz high-voltage Brayton-produc_d
power to that require_ for the dc pumps has a conversion efficiencyof -_25%,(9)
and would have to be packaged in close proximity to the PLPA to avoid excessive _
I2R losses in the bus bars. Close coupling to the pump would require that the
electricalcomponents in the power supply be radiationhardened, to meet the
8 'x109 rad y and 8 x 1017 nvt neutron (>I Mev) radiation.
The dc conduction pump could possibly be powered with compact thermo-
electricpower conversion modules, operating offthe reactor heat, in closs
proximity to the pumps. However, using current state-of-the-artpump mod-
ules, which produce 500 amp at 0.22 load voltage when operating at an average
hot junctiontemperature of 607°C (1125°F) and cold junctionof 299°C (570"F), •
itwould require ,_35 to 40 modules. These modules are 5.69 cm (2.24 in.)in _
diameter, 18 cm (7 in.)long, weigh _3.58 kg (7.9 Ib) each, and ,are_3.4% effi-
cient. If half as many modules were desired, and further development allowed,
the active length of the module might be increased to 35.6 cm (14 in.),while the i
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thicknesses of the thermoelectric washers were adjasted to give proper load
I Modules to the PLPA would ---127 (280voltage. power weight Kg lb), excluding
I interconnectingpiping and copper buses. Although the pumps and modules wouldbe closely coupled, there would stillbe an appreciable voltage drop in the inter=
._ connecting buses that must be accepted. Considerable difficultycan be antici-
_ _ pated in maintaining hydraulic losses and piping stress low, and inpackaging the <
_ _ modules in the confined gallery area. -'
In lower flow and lower head-rise applicationsthan those specifiesfor the
PLPA, the combination of thermoelectric modules with dc conduction pumps in
parallelhydraulicallyhas been shown to look attractive. With reduced hydraulic
i '_: power requirements, the number _f ,'hermoelectricmodules required can be re- :_duced to a manageable number, and NaK manifolding and copper bus problems
are reduced.
: The thermoelectric module concept is also not really amenable to powering _
only two out of three pumps hydraulically in series, and then switching from a i_
• failedpump to the thi-d standby. To do so would require the diverting of NaK
flows to various standby modules or large electricalswitches. Although beyond
!_ the scope of the program, a better approach might be to power allpumps sirr,ul- :
taneously, and allow for performance degradation by increased initialmodule
_: and pump capacity. <
Also, the controlof NaK flow during programmed startup of the Brayton
system would be very poor for thermoelectric pumps, since the power available _:
at any given time would be strictlydependent upon the temperature difference _ _
_ across the thermoelectric modules. _
D. C ONC LU SIONS i
A comparison between dc and ac pumps is shown in Table 5, in which most _ !
, of the preceding comments are summarized. In general, the relativelyhigh- |
head, high-flow requirements of the combined system test required the dc pumps _
to be larger than those previously studiedfor other space power systems. In
additionpoverall compatibilitywith the Brayton ac power source was not as great _ _
as for the ac pumps, due to the power conditioninglosses that would be incurred. q
As a resultof this comparison, the design efforton the dc pump was de-empha-
sized_ in favor of additionalefforton the ac pumps.
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TABLE 5 _:
dc CONDUCTION vs ac INDUCTION PUMP COMPARISON :,
dc Pumps ac Pumps
Brayton Power Source Brayton Power Source :
ac to dc Conversion Efficiency ,_25% Power Conditioning
Pump Efficiency -_16% x 0.25 = 4% Efficiency _-85T0
Pump Efficiency ._,
High Bus Losses ,'_8.7% x 0.85 = 7.4%
_ Electronics Must be Radiation Flow Variable with i_
. Hardened Voltage for ControUed
_' Rapid Drop of Efficiency with Low Brayton Start
i: Flow - Low Voltage
Thermoelectric Module Power Source
Requires 35 to 40 Modules in Gallery
Manifolding and Pressure Drop :_
Problems with NaK Lines
Boot Strap Startup and Shutdown
4
i
4
-t /
i Y"
e
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III. ESTIMATED RELIABILITY OF ac INDUCTION PUMPOPTIONS _ :
Following the de-emphasis of +.he dc pump options, a reliability analysis '_
was conducted on the remaining two- and three-pump ac linear and helical
induction options, to determine whether the number of PLPA approaches being
" considered could be further reduced. The reliabilitycomparison discussed here
was performed, using the conceptual layout drawings and estimated winding tern- '_.
peratures of the various ac options as they existed at that time.
The faulttrees fortwo- and three-pump helicalPLPA' s were generated, and are
shownin Figures 15 and 16. Those forthelinearpump concepts were very similar. _:'
Itisseen thatthe overallreliabilityofthe various pump concepts willbe dependent on _
theindividualpump throat,electricalwinding, gas containment can, and coolingcoil
reliabilities.The equations used to calculatethe overallPLPA reliabilitiesare con- ._
talned inAppendix I. Inorder toobtainquantitativereliabilitynumbers, itwas nec-
es sary to obtain individual component reliability factors which can be used in the proba-
bility formulas. These reliability factors, in turn, d_'_nded on the pump design fea-
tures and operating conditions. As an example, the throat reliabilitydepended
z_
!
upon wall thickness and length, and the difficultyof welds, braze joints,etc. The _.
winding reliabilitiesdepended upon temperautre, current density, number of _
splices, difficulty of assembly, etc.
The winding reliability factors were arrived at by considering the effect of _.
hot spot temperatures, current density, number of splices9 and fabrication
awkwardness. Numerical values for the cur:ent density factor, FC, were
obtained, using the following relationship:
F C = I - 2.7 x 10"9 [12(I+ 10"71Z) - I06_ , ...(8)
where F C approaches 1.0 at 155 amp/cm Z (1000 amp/in. Z) and 0.0 at 1163 amp/
cm (7500 amp/in.Z). The equation is in the form of watts/unit length of con- ::
ductor. The 155 amp/cm Z (I000 amp/in. Z) is the current density thatwill cause _
. a 40 ° C (104 ° F) temperature ris- in the conductor, above the ambient temperature
of 30°C (86"F), for a horizontally posit'_ned wire exposed to a gas. A conductor
is normally capable of operating indefinitely under these conditions, and_ for this
reason, 155 amp/cm Z (1000 amp/in. Z) was selected for the lower current density
,_-72-54
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_ limit. Limited empirical data indicate that a current density of 1163 arnp/cm z
(7500 amp/in, z ) produces long-term winding burnout, and was _:erefore selected
as the upper limit.
The peak coll temperature factor, FT, was arriv,_d at using the following _!
relationship: ?
(T - 600) z ,_
F T = 1 - (Capital T ls in °F) _9) ?
I.II x 106 "'"
A temperatu.-e factor value of 1.0 is achieved at a temperature c." 316°C (600 ° iz_ !
which coincides with the short-time annealing range for pure copper. Below
;" this temperature, the diffusion and grain growth rates should be sufficiently low
to preclude failures solety attributable to temperature e¢¢eots. A zero value of
: F T was assumed to occur at atemperature of Sqg"C (1650°F), which is "_167°C
(300 ° F) below the melting point of copo_r. :
The winding splice factor, FS, was arrived at by multiplying the number of :'-
i
_. wiring splices times the number of hours times a failure rate of 1 x 10 -9 failures :_-
' per hour. Fabrication factors, _,F_ of 0.996 and 0.998 were arbitrarily assigned [
i_ to the helical and linear pump windings, respectively. The helical winding was ,,
i_ penalized, because access to the stator slots through the bore is _estricted, when :;
compared to the fiat linear stators.
-t A total estimated winding reliability {R W) was -rrived at by multiplying the _
various factors:
,e
R W = F C xF T x F sx F F .... (10) _
The results of the initialwinding rel'abilityevaluatioP is shown in Table 6. It is
apparent that the larger-size pumFs , in a given option, resalt in higher w_nding :"
reliabilities, since the individual windings were being driven less hard. Also, iC
the windings of the three-pump option, with their single windings, were more
reliable than the two-pump option, where there were two windings in each pump.
In this initial comparison, the linear pump windings appeared significantly higher '_
in reliability, because of their lower current density, lower estimated winding
temperatures_ and small number of splices. Later in the study, when the effi- ,_
f
• ciencies and temperature were better defined for the two-pump linear option_ _
this apparent advantage of the linear pump ceased to exist.
|
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Throat reliabilities, Table 7, were computed by summing the weightedup
" I we_d lengths and applying a failure rate to the total length, in the form of fail-
_ urea per hour per inch of weld. The latter factor, 1 x I0"I0 failures/hr/in, of
weld, was arrived at on the basis of a review of liquid metal system operating
_ " experience, where a reasonable amount of quality assurance was used. Weight-
ing factors were used to multiply the actual weld ]ength, depending on the weld-
_ ing method, estimated stress loading, weld inspectability, and weld geometry.
Machine-made welds were considered more reliable than manual welds. The
stress-loading factor varied between 1.0 and 1.3, depending upon the stress levels
[ and intensity. Also, a geometry factor, which varied between 1.0 to 1.3, depend-
ing upon change in thickness, etc., was used to weight the actual weld lengths.
t As can be seen in Table 7, both types of pumps had approximately the same
length of welds.
A similar approach was used to calculate a reliabilityfor the stator can,
_ which contained a heat transfer cover gas over the electrical windings. Table
• ! 8 shows that the larger sized linear pump had considerably more weld length
in its stator can than the comparable helical pump.
The results of the initialreliability study,based on early helical and linear
; ac pump designs, are indicated in Table 9. Probabilities of achieving both 100T0
• _ flow and some flow (one or more coils functioning) for 5 years are shown for
, several helical two- and three-pump PLPA's, seve_-al linear two-pump PLPA's,
and one three-pump PLPA. Reliabilities are also shown for the assumptions
_ i that,(1) loss of gas containment is a catastrophic failure, and (2) loss of gas
" i containment has no influence on pump operation.
; _ The significance of the helical two-pump stack OD's is that the larger
I _8.96 cm (11.4 in.)diameter allows for greater conductor cross-sectional area,
and thus a lower current density and lower I2R losses or copper temperatures.
I As discussed this results in The several
previously, higher winding reliability.
i two-pump linear PLPA's shown differ, in that the first pump listed has a singlecontainment can enclosing b th wound stator halv _; while, in the seconJ two=
_ [.amp PLPA, each stator half is individually canned, and thus a single gas leak
will cause only one stator half to fail.
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The conclusions to be drawn from Table 9 are as follows:
I) In terms of achieving some flow for 5 years, the three-pump
PLPA's show a slight advantage over the two-pump options.
_: 2) With regard to achieving lO0_o ¢1ow, the small-diameter helical
t
three-pvmp PLPA shows a significant advantage over the small-
diameter helical two-pump PLPA. When the larger-diameter .
helical two- and three-pump PLPA reliabilities are compared,
the three-pump PLPA advantage is considerably reduced. This
:: occurs because, for the large-diameter pumps, both the three- _
and two-pump PLPAts have relatively low current densities.
y
In the case of the linear pumps, !argely because the current
densities are low in allcases, there is no significantdifference
_ in reliability among any of the pumps.
3) The loss of gas containment failuremode does not significantly
: reduce the reliabilityfigures, over the case where loss of gas
4
containment does not fa_lthe pump. i
: 4) The linearpumps generally show higher reliabilitythan the
helical pumps. However, when low-current-density pumps _
are compared [e.g.,the Z9.0-crn (ll.4-in.)diameter triple
.: helical and the triple linear pump PLPA], the difference is
rather small. Comparison of the two-pump PLPA's would show
a slightlygreater margin in favor of the linearpump.
•_ Subsequent to the reliabilitystudies, itwas determined, from coil conflgu-
' ration layouts, that the linear pump conductor area had to be reduced and the
.mean length of turn increased, both tending to increase the stator IZR losses. A
i: thermal analysis, based on the revised coiland slotconfiguration, showed a sub-
stantialincrease in coiltemperature over these earlier estimates. Since both _
:
the winding hot spot temperature and current density enter intothe calculated _
winding reliability,as discussed previously, the reference design linear pump
ulti-natelyhad a lower calculated reliabilitythan that shown previously, and a
revised estimate is shown later in the report. _
i :
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! _ The preceding reliability estimates were combined with efficiency, weight, !
;" I and size of the various options, as they existed at that time from the parametric
! studies, and the interim comparison shown in Table 10wasmade. For the reac-
T _ tor Brayton space power system, the ability to produce some power over the 5- '
: . !
i year mission was considered more important than the ability to produce full
: power• Therefore, more weight was placed on the reliabilit T of the PLPA pro- t
i
ducing some flow over the expected mission life. Efficiencies of the two-pump }
PLPA's were significantly higher than for the three-pump option, because of
their shorter NaK flow passages and lower hydraulic losses. The dual unitsi
were -,_30% higher in efficiency than their triple-pump counterpart. Also, the
trlple-pump options were >60a/0 larger in volume, and weighed 181 to 318 kg(40C
_ to 700 lb) more than the comparable dual units. Since the difference in esti-
mated reliabilities between the two- and three-pump options were considered
insignificant, when compared to the dual unit's higher efficiency, lower weight,
_" and s,naUer envelope, the three-pump options of the PLPA were de-emphasized "_
_ midway in the program.
"_ TABLE 10 :
INTERIM PLPA COMPARISON
ac Helical Yuduction Option ac Linear Induction Option
Characteristics 2-Pump 3-Pump Z- Pump 3-Pump _
PLPA PLPA PLPA PLPA
Efficiency/PLPA [_0] 9.1 7.Z 8.6 6.8 ;
PLPA Envelope _in.)cm] (41xZ5xl5) 47x38x16) (5Zx40x15) (58x60x15)
104x64x38 19 x97x41) 13Zx102x38 147x152 x38
PLPA Weight _g(Ib)] 399 (880) 590 (1300) 630 (1390) 948 (2090)
: Some Flow 5-yr
_[ Reliability 0.998 0.996 0.997 0.996
Full Flow 5-yr Reliability 0.987 0.993 0.997 0.996
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IV. ac LINEAR INDUCTION PUMP _
0"
_ A. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION ._ ;
; " The principle of operation of a linear induction pump is similar to that of
the later-discussed helicalinductionpump, although the actual configurationis
" quitedifferent. In the linear inductionpump, the flow channel is a cylinder of
rectangular cross section. The axial component of force and pressure is devel-
oped directlyby the interactionof a magnetic fieldperpendicular to the direction _ i
of flow and a current induced in the fluidmutually perpendicular to the magnetic !
: fieldand the directionof flow. The current is induced by the axial motion of a J ;_
linearlytravellingac fieldrelativeto the motion of the fluid.
B. BASIC DESIGN CONFIGURATION " _"
_r purposes of calculation, the linear induction pump may be represented
by the model shown i:"Figure 17. The flatrectangular duct, with current return _
bars brazed to either side, is centered and supported within the properly spaced :
: stator halves. The current ret_Irnbars serve to reduce the resistance of th_
current loop. Space within the air gap must be provided between the duct and _ ;
the stator halves for thermal insulation,to reduce heat being conducted from
T,
the hot NaK intothe electricalwindings. The assembly of duct and stators is ,
enclosed in an outer gas containment can provided with cooling co._.Is.Inert
gas within the can protects the copper from oxidation during ground testing, and •
also provides heat transfer between the end turns and the cooling coils. The "
_.
electricalwindings are fed through hermetically sealed terminals, not shown.
The stator laminations are stacked tightly together to form a block. Each
i stator consists of a number of slots and teeth, held together by the "backiron." _ _
The slots contain coils arranged in a standard diamond distributedwinding (see ;
Figure 18 for a typical connection). In the center of the machine the slotsare
filled;while, at the ends of the machine, only one coil side llesin a slot. The
effect of this on machine performance will be discussed later. When energized,
! the windings produce a sinusoidalmagnetic fluxpattern that moves in a transla- , _."
tory manner in the direction of fluidflow. On the two-pump PLPA, isolationof _
" the two separate windings is accomplished by bringiag out the three 3-phase leads i _
from each stator halfto separate feed throughs (sixtotal)in the gas containment
AI-7Z-54 ,_,,
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' i
can. In the single-winding 3-pump PLPA's, the Z-stator half windings are paral-
I leled internally in the gas containment can, and only three leads are brought out.
The windings in the slots are energized by 3-phase power. Each turn of the _'._
stator winding is insulated from the adjacent turn and the slotwalls by ceramic !
strip insulation. In the end turn section of the winding, "S" glass, in tape form,
. is used in place of strip insulation, due to the curvature of the end turns. All
connections between coils are made by welding.
s
Fluid transitionsections (circularto flatduct) complete the flow path con=
nection between the duct and the attached circular pipe.
• C. CALCULATION METHOD
_ I. Electromagnctic
Except for the treatment of discontinuitylosses, the method of calculating
developed head and machine losses is identical to that used for the helical pump,
described in Section V. The discontinuity losses arise in the linear induction
pump because, in the flat stator, unlike the cylindrical stator, a discontinuity
must exist in the instantaneous value of the air gap field at each end of the stator
laminations. A detailed Fourier analysis of the flux and MMF wave will reveal
the existence of standing waves at the discontinuities, and the presence of for-
ward- and backward-moving harmonics. The standing waves will produce losses
without producing a pressure rise. The harmonics waves will produce losses
and, in addition, negative pressures. These effects can be minimized by making
the discontinuity less abrupt. This has been done in the calculational model by
_; providing only one coilin the last group of slots on each end of the stators. As
can be expected, a precise calculationof the influenceof the discontinuous field
is difficulto perform, and is subject to msior ine.ccuracies. Accordingly, for
purposes of the computer studies, empirically derived factors were applied to
the theoreticallycomputed pressure to account for the discantinultyeffects.
These factors were based on a comparison of experimental vs analyticalper-
formance data previously obtained in other programs with equipment of similar
physical size.
,i
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Figure 19. ac _inear Induction Pump Design Asoumptions ,_
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i 2. Hydraulic Loss
_ The hydraulic loss calculationfor the linear pump differsfrom the helical
Y m loss calculation,only by virtue of the duct section being linear. The formulae
described in the helicalpump section for entrance loss, ex-itloss, straightpipe
loss, and 180° bend loss, were applied. Due to the nature of the flatduct and
• the requirement for numerous stiffeners across the duct, the flow passages are
relatively small, and the head drop in the channel or duct is quite high, for the
moderate flow rates of the linear pumps.
3. Calculational Logic
As with the helical pump, the electromagnetic and approximate hydraulic
calculationswere performed for the two- and three-pump PLPA. The typical
input used in the calculationsis shown in Figure 19.
The logic used to calculate electricaland magnetic circuitparameters, and
the equivalent circuit,is shown in the block diagram of Figure Z0. A set of
input data is required initially.This consists of trialdimensions of the pump
and the basic operating parameters, such as voltage, frequency, etc. The per-
formance is calculated at the rated point. Output is then checked for agreement
with the desired rating. Ifthe output does not agree, the voltage is changed and
the results again are compared. This is repeated untilagreement is reached.
The performance of the design is then calculated at rated conditions and over a
_j range of operating conditions.
I By changing the input data, the effectof such changes on the output can be
determined. Using this method_ each element of the linear pump was optimized,
to obtain the optimum design for mechanical evaluation. In turn, the effectof
mechanical changes on the performance was determined.
D. PARAMETRIC STUDY RESULTS
1. Initial Optimization Study
In the optimization of the linear pump, an initial pump size matrix calcula-
tion was performed for both two- and three-pump PLPA machines, to determine
"ball-park" values of optimum machine parameters. This initial matrix for the
dual i_'LPA, based on a 4-pole design, is shown as Figure Zl. Typical perform-
ance curves for a 4-pole, 56-cm (22-in.) long, Z-pump machine are shown in
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;' _ PHYSICAL, MAGNETIC,
._, i_L "' | AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
_r I J LCONFIGURATION .
' CALCULATE PERFORMANCE
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS
i CALCULATE HYDRAULICS PERFORMANCE, I_- OUTPUT, AND LOSSESAT RATED FLOW
!
I HEAD OBTAINED
i _i
CALCULATE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT I -,_
PRESSURES AT VARIOUS I
VALUES OF FLOW ,;
L -;
! -,
PERFORMANCE i " "
FLUID V'.: LOCtTY
FLUID FLOW
FLUID PRESSURE
SLIP
POWER INPUT
POWER FACTOR
EFFICIENCY
_, CURRENT 6530-5419 ,_
_r Figure 20. Calculational Logic for ac Linear Induction Pump
:' LENGTH
•_" 56 84 112 cm
(22) (33) (44) in_..
;_ cm_ in.:. GAP "_
13 (5) cm _r,.
;_ 1,07 (0.42) :.
1,17 (0.46)
_' 1,27 (0,_0)
1,37 (0.54)
! ,47 (0.58)
i;: 1.19 (0.471
i GAPcm in,
¢, 15 (6) t,O? (0.42)
"_ 1.17 (0.46)
1.27 (0.50) POLES - 4
.'t: 137 (0.54) SLIP = 0.4p-
C) 1,47 (0.58)
1,32 (0.52)
GAP
cm in.
18 (7) 0.94 (0.37)
1.07 (0.42)
1.17 (0.46)
1,27 (0.50)
1.37 (0.54) :
t 47 (ass) , ,.. _.
0.4 POL'ES" 4 {13 15) 05 SLIP = 0 47 ,"0.6
0,7 __ ;
6530.5420 '/
Figure Zl. Initial Design Matrix for ac _;
Linear Induct'_on Two-Pump PLPA
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Figures ZZa, b, and c. Expanding thi,_ matrix to include 6- and 8-pol _. machines,
as shown in Figure Z3, pr_,._ced the conso'idatiou curve of Figure 24, where the
two best Z-pump machines in each iength were plotted. As can be seen, the
. machine favors a longer length, but cor:current !ayoct design of the linear pump
indic;_ted that machines with a stack length >61 to 64 cm (24 tc 25 in.) could not
. be accomn_odated in the available space. Calculations had previously shown that
incx easing the number of pol_ by reducing the number of slots/phase/pole from
two to one very seriously degraded performance. Therefore, a 4-pole machir
was selected.
A detailed winding layout of this pump design revealed several problems. \
It was found that it was extremely difficult to make the phase connections, due
to lack of av_iiable space. As a result, it was necessary to change the pump ._
configuration to accommodate the winding connections. This was done by in-
creasing the pump length to 67..81 cm (24.73 in.). However, the only internal
z:
change made was tc increase the tooth width. This made it possible to accom-
modate the winding _ith the least number of internal changes.
Due to the increased stack length, the winding length also changed. This
necessitated recalculation, and the plotting of a ser_es of trend curves, for opti-
mization. The revised matrix is shown in Figure Z5. Calculations and curves,
based on tile design matrix demonstrated, as seen in Figure Z6a, shows that
maximum efficiency could be obtained with a machine having a duct width of
17.8 cm (7 in.) and a magnetic gap of 1.19 cm (0.47 in_, when operated at a sllp
of 0.5. However, a pump with a duct width of 15 cm (6 in.), as seen in Figure Z6b,
would require only a small additional amount of power, as shown in Figure 26c,
and duct stresses and labrication would not be as severe. Further reduction of •
' duct width increase_ input power substantially.
For the reasons discussed previously, a 4-pole pump with a duct width of _
15 cm (6 in.), a duct height of 1.0 cm (0.4 in.), and a magnetic gap of _1.37 cm -'_
(0.52 in.) was selected as the reference linear dual l-umu design.
Z. Detaile d Hydraulic Calculatione f_r Dual Linear PLPA :_
a. Main NaK Flow .
As previously mentioned, the initial pump design used approximated _ j
hydraulic losses, with allowance to accommodate the PLPA inner connecting _
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; ! F_gure ZZ. Power Input vs Gap Height for ac Linear Induction Two-Pump PLPA
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SLIP )
Wl DTH "7
,. 0.4 1 0.5 0.6
_ GAP GAP
- GAP c_m in. cm in. : .
cm in. 0.94 (0.37) 0.94 (0.37)13 cm _ _ ._
r5 in.) 1.07 (0.42) 1.07 (0.42) 1.07 (0.42)
• 1.19 (0.47) 1.19 (0.47) 1.19 (0.47) .
1.32 (0.52) 1.32 (0.52) 1.32 (0.321
1.45 (0.57) !.45 (0.57) 1.45 (0.57) ,
1.55 (01.61) 1.55 {0.61)
i
GAP , :.
_. cm in._:.. GAP GAP _
15 cm 1.07 (0.42) cm in._:. ¢_ in_.:..
(6 ;n.), 1.19 (0.47) 1.07 (0.42) 1.07 (0.42)
1.24 (0.49) 1.19 (0.47) 1.24 (0.49)
" 1.32 (0.52) 1.32 (0.52),_ 1.45 (0.67)
1.46 (0.57) 1.45 10.57) _
/
_ DESIGN NO. '_6_
GAP GAP
GAP rm in. cm in.©m in. _ _ _
_ _ 0.94 (0.37) 0.94 (0.37)
0.94 (0,371 - 1.07 (0.42) 1.07 (0,42) _
: 18 cm 1.07 (0.42) 1.19 (0.47) 1.19 f 0.47) _
(7 m.) 1.19 (0.47) 1.45 10.67) 1,45 (0.57) _
1.32 (0.52) 1.45 10.57) 1.45 (0.57)
1.45 (0.57) 1.57 (0.62) 1,57 (0.62) ;_
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" Figura Z5. Design Matrix for ac Linear InductionTwo-Pump PLPA_
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" Figure 26. Input Power vs Gap Height, as a Function of Slip, for ac Linear
Inductior Two-Pump PLPA [Length = 62.7 cm (24.7 in.), poles = 4] _ :,
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piping. Using the hydraulic formulas discussed under the helical pump section, "
more detailed calculations were performed to determine the adequacy o_ the _
original allowance. For pressure drops, it was anticipated th t the original
1 allowance would be low, since the effect of splitter plates was not considered.
Later in the program_ it was determined that seven splitter plates would be
required in the flow channel to supply the necessary mechanical strength. The
total head drop allowed in the early calculat-_ons,shown in the previous electrical
performance curves_ was 5.8 m (19 ft)_ or 41.02 kN/m 2 (5.95 psi).
Refined pressure drop calculations with various ID's of connecting pipe
were performed, and the results are as follows:
Connecting Pipe Hydraulic Loss in
Diameter Z-Pump PLPA
.... ?
crn in. kN/m 2 psi
?
2.5 (I) 184.1 (26.7)
3.8 (1-I/2) 80.0 (11.6)
5.1 (2) 6].4 (8.9)
• _ 6.4 (2-1/2) 61.4 (8.9)
7.6 (3) 61.4 (8.9)
?
: Based upon the preceding calculations_ there was no advantage in using a/ "
; _ connecting pipe with an ID >5.1 cm (2 in.). The loss for larger pipe rema.ns
" _ constant, due to the factthat the decrease in pipe loss is balanced by an increase
in diffuserloss. The loss distributionfor the selected 6.4 cm (2-I/2 in.)ID con-
nection was 20.34 kN/m 2 (2.95psi) higher than originallyallocated. With this
I discrepancy ir loss, the required power was increased for the rated operatio_
' i point. A breakdown of the various pressure losses for the dual linear pump is
shown in Figure 27. Better than 80T0of the pressure loss occurs in the flat
pump ducts_ where the fluidvelocityis highest. The majority of t"_,remaining
pressure loss is associated with the transitionsections of the PLPA.
b. Electrical - Hydraulic Performance Summary
As can be seen in the Performance Summary (Table lI), the input power
required to produce rated conditionshas increased from _7 to 8.6 kwe, as a
result of the higher hydraulic losses. Therefore_ the efficiency of the dual ac _.
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TAELE 11
: DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF ac
. LINE AR INDUCTION TWO- PUMP PLPA--
DESIGN NO. 66
: NaK Flow Rate [kg/sec (Ib/sec)] 9.1 (20)
-: NaK Head Rise [kN/m 2 (psi)] 48.3 (7)
Stack Length [cm (in.)] 62.7 (24.7) "
Stack Width [cm (in.)] 15.2 (6.0)
Stack Height [cm (in.)] 11.4 (4.5)
= Magnetic Gap [cm (in.)] 1.32 (0.52)
t
Channel Height [cm (in.)] 1.02 (0.40)
Channel Width [cm (in.)] 15.2 (6.0)
Number of Poles 4
Number of Stator Slots 29
Power Input (kw/PLPA) 8.6
Current (amp/phas e/winding) 80.5
Li,ne to Line Voltage (v) 66
Power Factor 0.47
Frequency (Hz) 65
PLPA Efficiency (%) 7.0
i Slip 0.5
linear PLPA dropped from the earlier 8.6% used in the rel(ability comparisons
to 7.0%, significantly reducing the attractiveness of the linear option. A line to
line voltage of 66 v at 65 Hz was required to produce rated conditions.
; Electricalrequirements needed to produce 10% flow, as would be required
: during startup of the nuclear Brayton system, are shown in Table 12. Approxl-
._"
matel7 I% of rated input power would be required to produce the 10% NaK flow,
i since the pressure drop of the system varies as the square of the flow rate. For
this application,the frequency would be held constant at 65 Hz, and flow control
:_ would be achieved by varying the input voltage. The effectof varying voltage on
the NaK head rise and flow rate is shown in Figure 28. The NaK flow displays
a good degree of sensitivityto the voltage; therefore, adequate flow control is
achieved by this means.
a
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fTABLE 12
STARTUP CONDITIONS (10_/o Flow) FOR
ac LINEAR INDUCTION TWO-PUMP
PLPA --DESIGN No. 66
Cur rent (amp/pha se/winding) 7.Z ._
Line to Line Voltage (v) 5.4
Power Input (w) 76
. Power Factor 0.57
" Frequency (Hz) 65
/
Head rise, efficiency, and input power for low flow rates are shown in Fig-
ure zg. The efficiency of the unit drops to below 1% when the flow is reduced to
I0_0. Aga'n, the loop pressure drop was assumed to vary as the square of the ;
mass flow.
c. Thermal Analysis ':
A cross section of the reference linearpump winding slotis shown in Fig-
ure 30. The slot is 7.6 cm (3 in.) deep by 1.34 cm (0.53 in.) wide, and contains :
16 copper straps when full. Each of the 1.161-cm (0.457-in.) by 0.356-cm(0.140-
'_ in.)copper straps is separated from each other and from the Hiperco-27 stator
{ laminations with high-purity ceramic alumina. The winding is held and corn-
_" pressed within the slotwith an alumina wedge. End turn insulationconsists of :
"S" glasstape,wound around each of the straps as they are laidinto the slots.
Thermal insulationseparates the stator stack from the hot NaK duct, and cooling
coils are brazed to the outer gas containment can.
Detailed thermal analysis was performed on dual PLPA Design No. 66, which
was the selected design, based upon the results of the parametric study.
The basic approach, constants, matrix, and computer code, as referred to i"
in the helicalpump section, were used in this study. The results of the analysis,
9,
in which argon containment gas and mica throat insulationwere used, is shown in
Figures 3I, 3Z, and 33. Comparing this data with similar helicalpump data, it
can be seen that these temperatures are -_38°C (I00°F) hotter than the tempera- _
tures shown for the helicalpump. The reason for the higher temperatures, in
spiteof the factthat the linear pump operates with a lower current density, is
i
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Figure 32.
End Turn Temperatures --Design No. 66
With Argon Containment Gas and
Mica Thermal Insulation
_ the reduced tooth area through which the IZR and conducted heat must flow to be
: rejected, and the increased area in contact with the hot NaN channel. The tern-
_ peratures shown are, however, acceptable.
':_ i As shown in the heat flow map, the heat generated in the slot and end turn
_: copper must be conducted primarily up through the stator iron to tbe cooling
coils. Heat transfer through the copper to the cooling coils is limited, because
). of the numerous interfaces across which it must be radiated. The depth of the
slot and the small thickness of the tooth offer considerable resistance to the
_ primary heat rejection path. To achieve the temperatures shown, it is impera-
_;_ tire that good mechanical contact be maintained between the stator iron and the
outer gas jacket. This would be difficult to achieve, for the flat geometry of this
: pump, considering temperature differential across the back iron. For this rea-
'_ son, numerous holding lugs were used, and it is probable that copper shims "
: would be required between the laminated stack and gas can t _ maintain a low _!
_ thermal resistance. The highest winding temperature, 394°C (74Z°F), was
found in the stator slot, close to the hot NaK duct. _
: C
3. Stress Analysis
'_ As with the helical pump, the basic stress criteria was conformance to the _:
intent of Section HI, Case 1331-5, of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Code for all 3
main NaK coolant containment parts, and conformance to Section VIII of the Boiler
Code for all other parts. Because of the configuration of the linear pump, the _
main areas of concern were the flattened duct and transition pieces and the gas _
_ containment can. The loading conditions are the same as those which were used _
for the helicalpump. The throat loading arises either from the internalpres- k
surization of the channel by the NaK [345 kN/m Z (50 psid) maximum, 621°C '.i_
(1150 =F)] or by the evacuation of the channel durlng system filling [- 103 kN/m 2 _i.
_ (-15 psid) maximum, Z60°C (500°F)] _
Since allowing the stator assembly to resistinternalthroat loading would _
stress the thermal insulation,complicate the stator structure design, and make
_ analysis per the Code extremely difficult,a decision was made thatthe throat
; had to be designed to self-limitdeflectionto prevent contact with the stators,and
_ . be designed to accommodate allresultant stresses. An analysls of the throat
stresses clearly indicated that the internal pressure case was the most severe,
and that, with the wall thickness of interest, 0.076 cm (0.030 in.),internal _
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i stiffeners would be required. From Figure 34, it can be seen that, for the
required allowables, the maximum stiffener spacing is "_].8 cm (0.7 in.), dic-
_ taring seven spacers for a 15-cm (6-in.)wide duct. Since the throat transition
pieces are not within the magnetic field, the thickness of those units can be in-
": i creased to meet stress requirements, and internal stringers are not required.
•_ _ A second major concern in the linear pump is maintaining a constant mag-
_ _ netic gap between the stator halves. If the g_ increases, the magnetic flux will
_ be decreased. If the gap decreases, interference with the throat insulation is
_ possible. Since the backs of the lamination stacks are cooled, while the fron*.
surfaces of the teeth are exposed to the effect _le hot throat, a temi:erature
_: } gradient will exist through the lamination back iron. This gradient will cause
_. the laminations, if unrestrained, to bow outward at the ends, as shown in Fig.
! ure 35. An analysis of the magnitude of the unrestrained bowing [_0.15 cr_
_ _ (0.060 in.) total deflection for each 38°C (100°F) /kT] indicated the desirability
of providing external restraints ("belly bands") to the lamination stacks. The
'_i i force values shown (Figure 35_ are those forces at four eq_ ah_- spaced locations
• _ required to maintain the lamination stacks flat. Calculations wer_ _lso made
of the cross-sectional dimensions of the belly bands required to limit deflection
to 0.013 cm (0.005 in.). Tbo3e dimensions were used in the fiual layout of De-
" sign No. 66.
_- A third area of concern was the ability cf the rectangular containment can
to resist the forces resulting from internal pressurization. An analysis was
performed which demnnstrateo that, with a maxirnum nel width of ---15 cm
(6 in.),as est_b!ished by the belly band spacing, a panel thickness of 0.4763 cm
_ (0.i875 in.)would result in a stress of <551.6 kN/m 2 (8000 psi), well below al-
_: lowables. Variation of stress with pan_l width and thickness is shown in Fig-
ure b6.
4. Design Details
a. Pump C.onfiguration
The configurationof the reference design linear inductionpump is shown in
Figures 37 and 38. Itis seen thatthe basic configurationof the analysis model
has been retained;however, the overe]l size has increased substantially. The
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assembly consists of a flattened throat, internally supported with seven stiffener
plates. Rectangular to circular transition pieces are welded to each end of the
throat. The configuration incorporates a single gas containment enclosure hous-
ing both stator halves, and through which the flow channel must penetrate. To
accommodate differential expansion between the flow channel and the containment
enclosure, the transition piece at one end of the pump is attached to the contain-
; ment enclosure, using a guided bellows assembly. The pump inlet end of the
flow section is welded to an extension of the contaimnent enclosure for throat
support.
The stator halves are made up of an assembly of insulated laminatlon punch°
ings sandwiched between finger plates which are first compressed, and then held
in place by rectangular huilding bars, welded at the edges, and with through bolts
further inboard. The stator halves are spaced and strapped together at the ends.
Thermal insulation is provided between the throat and the stator halves. Attach-
ment of the stator halves to the containment enclosure, which is made up in two
halves, is by the use of studs threaded into holes tapped into the building bars.
' To provide containment, the studs are back welded to bushings in the gas can.
To prevent bowing of the stator halves, four equally spaced belly bands are
welded to the outside of the outer gas containment enclosure.
Manifolds are provided on either side of the pump to feed two independent
NaK cooling circuits, the tubes of which are brazed to the containment enclosure.
Four supports are provided for attachment to the vehicle mounting structure.
The windings are made up of coils of rectangular copper bars, loosely
wound, and formed into a diamond shape to fitthe pole pitch. Ceramic strip is
used for slot and turn insulation in the slot. Glass tape is used to insulate the
Windings in the end turn area. The coils are individually formed, and then the
joints are welded to make up the winding and phase connections. The windings
are held in place by ceramic slot wedges. The phase leads are brought out of
the containment enclosure, using glass-to-metal seals.
The more difficult pump fabrication problems will be associated with: (l)
the forming of the linear throat and the brazing of the current return bars, (2)the
attachment of the stator halves to the containment enclosure to minimize thermal
: contact resistance, and (3) the forming, stiffening, and final closure of the
AI-72-5_
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_ containment enclosure to avoid distortion. Forming of the coils and making the
; ._ inter-coil terminations will require process development. From preliminary _
: i
• _ fabrication studies, based on AI past experience and industry state of the art, it
was concluded that several practical methods exist for fabricating the throat,
: ' including electrochemical machining of the complete unit, a technique which _ :.
: minimizes thermal distortion. The copper current return buses would be _ur-
nace brazed to either side of the throat, using previously developed processes. !
P is expected that the other design and fabrication problems could be worked out
; in the detail design phase.
b. Materials
The tentative selection of materials is as follows:
_ Throa_ and transition pieces Type 316 stainless steel
Therma_ insulatlon Mica - 316 stainless steel sandwich _
Laminations Alumina-insulated Hiperco
Finger plates and building bars Type 316 stainless steel
Cooling coils Type 316 stainless steel
Containment enclosure Type 316 stainless steel
Support legs Type 316 stainless steel
Current return bars OFHC copper
Coil conductor OFHC copperi
Turn and slot insulation Alumina
End turn insulation "S" glass tape
Slot wedges Alumina _
c. PLPA Configuration
; The arrangement of the reference design pun to form a two-pump PLPA
is shown in Figure 39. Because the pumps had beco:ne so wide, in order to
: accommodate the end turn knuckle joints and splices, itwas necessary to orient ,
_ the pumps with the smaller sides adjacent, so that the PLPA would fitwithin the
' 41-cm _16-in.) available height. In this configuration, assuming that the pumps
_ could be strappe_ together and mounted directly to the vehicle structure,and based
upon a 6.4-cm (2-1/2-in.) interconnecting pipe, the overall dimensions of the
PLPA would be 107 by 143.0 by 38.89 cm (42 b7 56.31 by 15.31 in.). Total weight :
,: was estimated at 630.5 kg (1390 Ib).
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5. Conclusions
It was concluded, in the study, that an ac linear induction pump PLPA could
be designed and fabricated to meet the program requirements. Because of the
influence of field discontinuity at the throat extremes, and the relatively high
hydraulic losses resulting from the requirement of internal throat stiffeners,
. the efficiency of the PLPA will be somewhat less than that of the helical induc-
tion PLPA. The requirements of internalpressurization of the outer housing,
the tendency of the stator halves to bow due to differential thermal expansion,
and the space required for the end turns, dictate a large, bulky, and heavyouter
containment housing. This, added to the factthat, whatever straightsections of
pipe connecting the pumps must be outboard of the pumps, makes for a very
Large PLPA envelope and high totalweight. The general rectangular shape of
the linear inductionpump complicates fabricationproblems, and generally
aggravates problems of obtaining low thermal contact resistances.
A low winding current density can be obtained, which improves reliability;
however, ideal tooth widths, from electromagnetic and overall size considera-
tions, dictate relatively thin teeth (of constant cross section, as opposed to
! _ increasing cross section of the helicalpump), which results in poor heat trans-
fer in the Laminations and relativelyhigh winding temperatures.
Perhaps the most important advantage of the linear induction pump is the
; ease of installingthe windings and providing separate windings for the two-
i pump PLPA concept.
t
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V. sc HELICAL INDUCTION PLPA
A. GENERAL DESIGN DESCR/PTION
• In all electromagnetic pumps, a conducting fluid carrying current is located In
within a magnetic field. In an ac electromagnetic pump, the current is established
by a voltage induced in the fluid, resulting from the relative motion of the fluid
and the magnetic field. The resultant current and magnetic field produces a body
i force within the fluid. As the fluid passes from the pump inlet to the outlet, the
body force results in a pressure rise within the field.
t
B. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The principle of operation of a helical induction pump is similar to that of
an induction motor in many respects. The pump is built with a wound stator, the
function of which is identical to the induction motor stator (i.e., to convert alter-
nating current into a rotating magnetic field). In an induction motor, this rotat-
ing field interacts with conducting bars in a rotor, generating torque from which
rotational energy may be removed. In a helical induction pump, the rotor is
replaced with an annular duct and a magnetic flux return washer assembly. When
a liquid metal is present in the duct, the rotating magnetic field will interact with
the liquid metal, causing it to rotate. Rotating the fluid itself in the annulus is
of little value for pumping; therefore, helical guide vanes are installed in the
annulus to direct the fluid in the desired path. As energy is transferred to the i
fluidby the rotatingmagnetic field,a pressure rise occurs in the fluid,which
causes the fluidto travel through the pump. This pressure increase is analogous
to the developed torque in the induction motor rotor.
The basic method of calculatingthe performance of inductance machines is
to establishnumerical _alues of circuitelements to be inserted into the machine
equivalent electricalcircuit,and by calculatingthe voltages and currents to ob-
tain a description of the machine's performance. The end product of a calcula.
tion of the equivalent circuitis a determination of the energy delivered to the
moving member, and thatportion availableas mechanical energy (viz.,the de-
termination of the energy delivered to the-fluidand that portion availableto
pump the fluid). The basic equivalent c!.rcuitfor an induction machine is as
shown in Figure 40.
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C. BASIC DESIGN CONFIGURATION
In order to calculate the numerical values of the equiv=lent circuit ele-
ments, it is necessary to establish a basic pump configuration and select initial
dimensions. The dimensions can then be varied to obtain optimum machine
performance.
The helical pump shown in Figure 41 was used as a model for the optimiza-
tion studies. It consists of a pumping section, composed of the center body and
pump annulus, and a stator section with mounting provisions. The center body
consists of the flux return washers, held together by a through bolt. Centered
over the washers, and welded to the end sections or cones, is the inner fluid
containment duct, with integrally machined helical guide vanes as a part of its
construction. The cone sections also contain guide vanes, to direct the fluid
into and out of the helical duct, and to impart or rernove the tangential compo-
nent of motion of the fluid when it enters or leaves the helical duct. The outer
containment duct and conical reducers compl_*e the containment of the fluid,
and the latter elements serve to match the flow section with the connecting pip-
ing. The pump annulus is separated from the stator section by thermal
insulation.
The stator section consists of the laminations and windings that produce
i the rotating field when excited by a three-phase electrical power supply. The
stator laminations are held together by building bars, welded into slots around
the outside of the stator, while the windings are held i.-_ place in the stator slots
by ceramic slot wedges. Each turn of the stator winding is insulated from the
adjacent turns, and from the slot walls, by ceramic strip insulation. In the end
turn section of the winding, the use of ceramic strips is not practical, due to
the compound curved shape. In this location, turn insulation is composed of "S"
glass in tape form. The turns are connected to each other, and interconnections
are made, by welding.
z The wound stator is mounted to an outer containment shell using an interfer-
ence fit, with dowel pins welded in place to assure absence of movement. The
outside of the shell contains the coolant circuit. End bells are located and
v
' welded to each end of the stator shell. When a stator inner cortainlnentcan is
installedand welded to each end bell, the windings are completely enclosed in a|
volume which may be pressurized with an inert gas.
i :
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' In the design, as shown, the thermal insulation,as previously described,
t _ is exposed to the operating environment (i.e.,either a ground test environment
_;I or a space vacuum).
Sealed, insulatedpower terminations are placed radiallyon _le pump con- ; :
_' tainment shell. These ceramic-insulated feed-through terminals are connected ;
via flexible cable to auxiliary hard-mounted terr._inals, to which the incoming :
• i
power cables would be attached.
D. CALCULATION METHOD AND LOGIC
• The method of pump electromagnetic calculation uaed was to establish the :_
values of the various circuit elements in an equivalent circuit, and to solve the
equivalent circuit for various values of slip, determining the power flow among
<
the various elements. The useful output power is delivered to the fluid in the
form of a body force; and this force, applied to the fluid, produces the pressure )
rise. Hydraulic calculations must be performed to determine the hydraulic ?
pressure loss which must be subtracted from the developed pressure to produce ,_.
the net head rise of the PLPA. Since a PLPA will consist of either two or three
pumps, hydraulically in series, all the throat and interconnected piping section :
hydraulic losses must be subtracted from the gross total pump head to determine :
<
:, the output pressure of the PLPA.
For each pump configuration,the value R2/s was calculated for various val- £
: _ ues of slip. The energy delivered to the fluid can be calculated from the expres-
sion:
E = mlzZR2/s , ...(II)
where:
E = energy to the fluid ;
/
m = number of phases _
12 = current flowing through the value, Rz/s .
R Z = fluidresistance !
s = slip, in decimal units.
,?
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The loss in the fluid i.. numerically equal to:
2R 2 ...(12)E 1 = mI 2 , !_
• and the output energy to the fluid is: ,
" E 2 = mI 2 R 2 _ .... (13)
Equating the preceding expression to the hydraulic energy delivered to the fluid ::
results in the following expression for the gross pressure rise:
2.31 P_(l - s) '_
r P = , ...(14) _ :
Fs i
where: ! "!_
/m 2) ' .kP = pressure (psi) (psi x 6.8947572 = kN _ _
F = flow (gpm) (gpm x 0.06309 = l/sec) ' '_
The pressure developed is the gross pressure, from which the hydraulic losses
must be subtracted, which is discussed later in the report, t
! The preceding calculations were used in determining the performance of :
bo.n 2-pump and 3-pump PLPA's. Data used in the calculations included the
o i:
:: pump detailed dimensions, material characteristics, the selected PLPA fluid ;.
head output (in psi), NaK flow (in lb/sec), and the desired slip at rated point.
An example of the size and material characteristics used in the initial designs :_
is shown in Figure 42.The resistance and reactances of the equivalent c_rcuit, and the electro- ;
magnetic performance of the pump(s), based upon the equivalent circuit, were _;
then calculated. From this, the calculated hydraulic loss, including an allow-
ance for the interconnecting piping, was subtracted, and the net pump output -'
was calculated, i/
¢
To allow an approximate calculation of PLPA head loss over a wide varia- _"V
,±
tion of throat geometries and PLPA configurations, a simplified method of ca:[- i :
=,
culating hydraulic loss was used. The helix loss was calculated as a rectangular .>
cross-section length of pipe with a friction factor (f) value of 0.015. Other losses _ :i
C
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_< were calculated as one velocity head _er map. As discussed later, a more
_ rigorous analysis wa- -nade on the reference design pumps after completion of -
:_ ,_ the parametric studies. "
_ The voltage and frequency were adjusted to obtain the rated head and rated '_
-
i', flow at the rated slip. By systematically changing the input data, the trend of
_i: such changes on the PLPA performance could be determined. Using this method, e
.; each element of the machine was optimized fro . performance staz,dpoint. Final :
design point selection, however, required an iterative process, . _ctorin_, in '_
_ other data resu].tlng from stress, thermal, and reliability studies, as discussed
" bs q tly ': su e uen . i2
_ Figures 43 and 44 illustrate the design logic used to determine the perform-
:_ ant.e of a given p rap. Figure 43 describes the logic used for evaluation of
i- trends, and Figure 44 relates to the logic used for providing data for detai!e_
_: engineering, evaluation of the operating conditions of the pumps.
) E. PARAMETRIC STUDY RESULTS
By the preceding system, with the correction of voltage and frequency, :
_ trend curves are obtained readily by successive calculations with the change of :_
a single variable. Using the detail of the slot geometry shown in Figure _5, an
_ initial pump size calculation matrix was performed to determine "ball park" :
' i values of optimum rrsch.ne parameters. The design matrix is shown _n Fig-
' i ure 46. Calculations at each value of diameter, core length, and magnetic gap,
i shown in Figure 46, provided the information for plotting trend curves.
i Figure 47 is _uch a curve, 3howing th_ variation of input power to the PLPAI
i for various core lengths. Based on performance alone the most r]e-_irable core ,_
length for the two-pump PLPAis 27.9 to 30.5 cm(ll _o 12 in.). Due to expected
_ fabrication difficulties, the stack length was limited to 25.4 cn% ( 10 in.) for _he :
1 12.7 to 15.2 cm (5 to 6 in.) bore diameter.
-_ ;_ Fig.tre 48 shows that the effect of various bore diameters within the rarge :'-
. } of lZ.7 to 14 cm (5 to 5.5 in.) is negligible, but the magnetic g_-_ is critical. This
:; ! is replotted in Figare 49. As can be observed, a gap of 2.03 crn (0.8 in.) is opti-
. _ mum for the Z-pump PLPA. All calculation runs allowed for 0 076 crn (0.03 in.) ,:
: _ of thermal insulation between the outer duct and _he _,_s containment can.
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STATO_ CORE
L_ I •707 ¢,..nf0.672 inJ .JI" -I
0.152 om 10.060 in.) AI20 3
0.168cm(0.066in.)C.
0.114 3
0.1_ _ (0.066 m.i Cu
f
I 0.168 cm (0.066 in.) Cu
I 0.152 cm (0.0_0 tn.) Ai20 3
J 0.168 cm 10.0_1:;in.) CuU. 14 rn (0.045 i .) AI20 3
c _ 168cm (0.066 in.) Cu
A,20_
0.168cm{0.066in.)Cu
0.254 cm 10.100 in.) At203
qr
I 0.168 cm (0.066 .,.) C_
I 0.168 cm (0.0 in.) CuI
0.168 cm (0.06e in.) Cu J,
0.152 cm (0 r_j in. ) AI20 3
0.168 cm (0.066 in.) Cu
0.1(;8 cm (0.086 in.) Cu
0.168 cm (0.066 in.) Cu
0.,'i18 cer (0.125 ,n.) AI20 3
_Z
e- 20° i
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Fi_zre 45. Schematic of Slot Geometry for ac
Helical Induction Pump
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Figure 46. Design Matrix for ac Helical Induction PLPA
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Based on these trend curves, interim PLPA reference designs were estab- ":
lished. The interim dual pump design, r_fetred to as Design No. 65, had a stack
length of 25.4 cm (10 in.) with a 13.6 crn (5.3 in.) stator bore and a 2.03 cm(0.8
in.), magnetic gap. The calculated performance is 3howr, in Table 13, and the re-
duced flow performance is shown in Figure 50.
• Additional optimization studies were subsequently made, in which slotcon-
figurationand conductor size were varied• Figure 51 is the matrix for thisopti-
: : mization study, and shows the values of strap thickness and width used. This ;
optimization was performed in conjunction with the preparation of a detailed
winding layout. The winding layout indicatedthe desirabilityof limitingthe
strap width at l.Z7 cm (0.50 in.),to allow clearance between the coilsin the
end turn knuckle.
Figure 52 is the trend curve showing the variation of diameters, current
= density, and power input with copper depth• Itappeared desirable to go to a
: 0.457-cm (0.180-in.)thick copper strap, but the height would take up the full
allowed 40.64 cm (16 in.)of space. The copper depth selected was 0.279 cm
(0.!I0 in.),to allow room for unexpected growth, mounting feet, and cooling
coilvariations. This selection also gave a good balance between stator OD
(PLPA weight)and input power (efficiency). The design is known as No. 74. The
performance of Design 74 is shown, along with itsstartup requirements, in
Table 14. This unit is calculated for a slipof 0.65. Figure 53 shows the power
variation with slip and indicates the optimum slip to De between 0.60 and 0.65. ;"
The reduced-flow, constant-frequency performance is shown in Figure 54. :
Figure 55 shows the h¢_d-flow and input power - flow performance at con-
stant voltage and freq'=_nc- with three temperatures of pumped NaK. The varia-
tions in fluid resistivIW, v_scosity, and density eccount for the variation be*.ween
the curves. The rated conditions are 610°C (II30°F) NaK at 9.07 kg/sec (ZO
lb/sec) and 48.3 kN/m z (7.0 psi) developed by the PLPA. Figure 56 is a per-
formance curve of head and power input vs flow for various voltages. The stabil- "
ity, as represented by the intersection of the system curve and head-flow curvep
is excellentfor allvoltages. This unit is quite adaptable to flow control by volt-
age control.
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"_ TABLE 13 -
ac DUAL HELICAL PLPA ERFORMANCE
: (Y-Connected)
Stack Length [cm (in.)] 25.4 (I01
Stator Bore Diameter [crn (in.)] 13.6 (5.3)
: Magnetic Gap [cm (in.)] 2.03 (0.8)
Number of Poles Z
Number of Slots 18
Input Power _w/PLPA] 6.9 '_
Amperes, Phas e/Pump 230 _
Voltage, Phase/Pump 39 )
Power Factor 0.46
- Frequency [Hz] 40
Efficiency _o / PLPA] 8.7
")
! '=' , ' '" ' • 'I_ kN-_--_2 ,'
l0 2
z
: "-i"r . :
't t" 1 4 ¢41271_" |lllCIINC !?
: 0 i---'_ I I I ,,. t I I I :
141 .llil Ilil lie) IllQi IMI
IJI 3.i i4 7,3 ILl llll iii
<.
FLOW
.
) Figure 50. Ilead, Efficiency, and Input vs Flow
for Dual Helical PLPA --Design No. 65 v
(Constant slip = 0.601
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oSTRAP _-
_WIDTH cm 1 ?? ! 30 1 _? 1 35
STRAP"_ in. (0.50) (0.511) (0.52_ 10.531)
; THICKNESS _'_F
cm ;n__;
_- Figure 51.o.176 (o.o7o) 96-
0.2o3 (o.oeo) m 67 Design Matrix for Dual
0.2s9 (o.omA_ e4 _ HelicalPLPA
0.241 (0.085) 69 •
' 0.254 (0.100| 83 70
0.276 10.110) 74 73 72 71
0.3(]5 (0.120) 75
. _ 0.330 10.130) 76
.; 0.356 (0.140) 77
0.432 (0.170) 81
0.483 (0.1901 82
+
0.533 10.210) 80
0.635 (0.2r-jo) 78
.; - 0.737 (0.290) 79
"DESIGN NUMBERS 6530-5454
4.96 1321 I I I 1 I
i COPPERSTRAP - 1.270 cm10.500,n.) ]
BOREDIAMETER 13.5cm(5.3in.) IMAGNETICGAP 2.0 cm(0.8 in.) [ _
: 4.34 (28) -- SLI - 0.6 I
INPUT
--2
1.24 (6) -- (e) 20.3 t I I I iI i
(0.060) (0.100) 10.140) (C.180) (0.220) (0.260) (0.300)
0.1S2 0.254 0.356 0.496 0.$59 0.961 0.762
COPPERDEPTH
5 653_5456
Figure 52. Variation of Pump Parameters With Copper Depth
fnr Dual Helical PLPA
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; 1 Hydraulic Losses
The hydraulic loss of a flow circuit will depend upon the fluid characteristics,
fluid velocity, and channel geometry. Calculation of total loss, therefore, re-
/
• a-tires separating the hydraulic circuit into elements having different geometries,
and summating the loss of each element. Standard approaches, found in Refer-
. ences 10 and 11, were used to calculate the losses•
; _ The initial loss in the PLPA occurs in the guide vane and transition section,
_ ! where the incoming axial velocityis changed in magnitude and directionto accorn-
modate the flow of the fluidiu the helix. This loss, as measured in meters of
pumped head, was calculatedfrom the expression:
V 2
hi= 0.04 , ...(15)
where:
h I = head loss (m)
0.04 = empirically derived calculationconstant
f
V = velocity of the exit fluid (m/sec)
Zg = gravitational constant (m/see 2)
_ This formula is of the form used for a trumpet inle_ configuration, which
approximates the guide vane and reducer loss. The loss in the helix, due to the
small helix angle, can be approximated either by considering the helix as a length
of pipe or as a coiled tube. Both approaches were applied. The "length of pipe"
approach was used in the initial trend calculations (to be covered later), and the
coiled tube calculations were used for the final detail evaluations of the PLPA.
The formula for the "length of pipe" loss is:
'/ f L V2
hz- DZg * ...(16)
where:
,_ h2 = head loss (m of fluid)
f - fr_ctionfactor
L = length of tlbe or pipe (m)
V = velocityin tube (m/sec)/
! AI-72-54
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D = equivalent diameter (m)
Zg - gravitational constant (m/sec Z)
: The value D is the equivalent diameter, based upon the geometric configura-.
tion of the fluid flow cross section, and is obtained from the hydraulic radius.
_ The value f is obtained from a Moody diagram, which utilizes the Reynolds num-
- ber and relative roughness to determine the friction factor.
The method developed for calculating hydraulic drop in coils, used to
check the overall system after electrical sizing, is as follows: _
L _
--= Rt+(n- I) + ..(17)D _ ' "
J
where:
L/D = equivalent length in diameter units
R t = totalresistances of one 90° bend in L/D units :
n = equivalent number of 90° bends
; R_ = resistance due to length of a 90 ° bend
R b = bend resistance of a 90° bend
Exit loss in the pump occurs as the guide vanes convert the fluiddirection •
and velocit_of the helix flow to the axial fluiddirection as the fluidleaves the
pump. This loss, as measur, d in meters of pumped fluid,was calculated as:
|
'_ V2)20.20(VI - ,
h3 = Z9 ' ...(18)
where:
h3 = loss (m) :
0.20 = an empirically derived constant •
:_,_ V 1 = incoming fluidvelocity (m/sec)
"_ V2 = exit fluidvelocity (m/sec)
29 = gravitational_ nstant (m/sec z) _-
The preceding formula is of the form applicable ta a conical enlargement configu-
_ ration which approxirnates the guide vane loss.
Variouo other straightruns and bend losses were determined by calculation _
". i methods based upon one or more of the preceding relationships. _"
&
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?Various sized tubing was considered for interconnecting the two pumps of
the dual PLPA, and the results are shown in the following table:
Connecting Hydraulic Los s
•_ ; " Diameter in 2-Pump PLPA
• _ 2.54 cm (1 iu.) 268.3 kN/rn 2 (38.91 psi)
: _ kN/m 2; " 3.81 cm (1.1/2 in.) 54.4 (7.89 psi)
_ _! 5.08 cm (2 in.) 31.5 kN/m 2 (4.57psi)
6.35 czn (2-I/2 in.) 27.5 kN/m 2 (3.99psi)
_ 7.62 cm (3 in.) 26.3 kN/m 2 (3.81 psi)
2
_. Based on the preceding results, a connecting tube with a diameter of 6.35 cm _:
(Z-I/Z in.) was selected for the reference design. The distribution of primary
; NaK hydraulic pressure losses are shown in Figure 57.
The losses shown for the helical sections were calculated, assuming that
• the passage was a continuous 720 ° bend of pipe. As with the linear pump, the
_ highest losses occurred in the pump throats, where the NaK velocitywas highest.
Relative high losses also occurred in the 180 ° return pipe; but, as shown earlier,
increasing its diameter to reduce the bend loss was offset by increased transi*.'on
; losses in the cone sections.
Based upon an auxiliary coolant circuitwhere both pumps are in series, two
:: passages in parallel, and a 0.503 kg/sec (I.•! Ib/sec) flow rate, coolant flow
' losses were calculatedfor various coolant tube diameters.
t
The resultingflow parameters were calculatedfor the auxiliary cooling coils:
Tube ID [crn(in.)l 1.75 (0.69) _:
Tube rad;us [crn " "(In.)J 15.24 (6)
Flow velocity [m/b ,c (ft/sec)3 1.189 (3.9)
.-:_ Total equivalentlength [m (ft)] 1,61 (5.3)
' Total tube loss [m (ft)] 1.00 (3.27)
, Total manifold entry and
exitloss [rn (ft)] 0.ii (0.333)
Total loss [kN/m 2 (psi).] 9.500 (1.38)
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2. Thermal Analysis
Thermal analysis was performed on earlier concepts and Design 74, to
.: determine the expected temperatures of the windings a_ld the major r"ructural |
: • elernents. Essentially, all of the heat gererated in the pump electrical sections, {
: and that leaking'n from the 610°C (l130°F) NaK_ must oe rejected to the NaK
_ ' coolant coils. The heat generated in the coils to be rejected must flow from _he i
; _ cvpper conductor, through the electrical insulation, to and thr,'.ugh the lamina- i
tion stack to the cooling coils.
In the slots, gaps will exist between the conductor and the insulati_ and
• _1 between the insulation and the slot wall. k small, effective gap will exist be- i
_. _ tween the lamination stack ,.rid the stator housing. Conversely, the heat flow
from the hot NaK is inhibited by the thermaJ irsulati_.n and the gaps which will
exist between the thermal insulation, the flow channel, the ._or gas contain-
¢ _ ment can, and the stator laminat_.cn stack. Heat tr_'-_.'_fe_ across eac. _,f the
, various gaps is a function of the actxlal cont_tct area, the p-esence of a _as, or
' vacuum in the _ap between the surfaces, and the emissiv'_ty and _emperatures
" {12-14)
of the uncontacted area. The actual contact area is a function o, Lr.c
_. physical propertic: of the contact ,nateria?, the surface conditions and finish,
the flatness of _he material, and the contact pressure. In calculating the heat
transfer across the gaos, a contact thermal corductance, shown schematically
in Figure 58, was established for each of the various layers. In *he schematic,
_ heat flow would b_, evenly distributed at Stations a and f; while, i,_ the ar,._a of
( the contacting surfaces, the conduction paths would be focused or concentrated.
T vplcal temperature distributio- along contacted and unattached "_reas are repr_-
i sented b,. Lines l and m, respectively. If there w_;re a total meta.Uurgical bond
_ between t._:_ two parts, and _.he resp_ctlve thermal conduct!vities, the line T - T x
would be esser._ially a straight line. However, when the surfaces are in contact
_ only at the higher asperities, there is a temperature drop, /kTc, across the joint.
i', The contact thermal conductance, hc, across the joint '£_then equivalent to the !
. _", heat transfer per unit area divided by the temperature drop. The total heat flow :
' _ across an interface can be rep_ sented by the followi_g.'
!
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Figure 58. Temperature Distribudon £hrough Surfaces in Contact
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!- Total heat flow ,tcross interface:
L _
: As kgasAgas F 1 (T I - T 2) (19)QI-2 = |GI -G2 + GI + G2 + 4aAv°id -2 ' "'"
where:
; A = contact area
"7
. Avoid = Agas = "area taken up by gap
[ G 1 = average gap height of Material 1
_' G2 = average gap height of Material 2
k 1 = thermal conductivity of Material 1 '_
_ k Z = thermal conductivity of MateriaI 2 . _:
i. kgas = thermal conductivity of gas in gap
¢y = Stefan°Boltzmann Constant
_/ FI_ 2 = ii (llC 1 + I/_ 2 I)
where:
c 1 = emissivity of Material I
_2 = emissivity of Material 2
T-- mean temperature of two materials
also: Q1-2 = hcAT(T1 - T2) .... (20) _
where: A T= A + As gas
To increase thermal conductance across the gap, the area of contact must
be increased by material deformation_ or the gas gap reduced by higher mechan-
. ical loading. A plot of contact thermal conductance, as a function of gap height
for various gas mixtures and contact area ratios, is shown in Figure 59. The
;i
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"*--Figure 60. Helical Pump Stator S!ot Node
Diagram --Design No. 74
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bottom two curves are for evacuated gaps, and the thermal resistance is rela-
tively high. The middle three curves are for argon-filled gaps, and it can be
seen that increasing the ratio of contact area to total area from 0 to 0.001 more
than doubles the thermal conductance. When the gaps are filled with a helium-m
xenon gas mixture, which h_ • a therrnal conductivity three times that of argon,
the thermal conductance was raised by the same factor. Considering the manu-
facturing tolerances that would be used in the assembly of the electrical windings,
a gap of 0.00635 cm (0.0025 in.) was assumed as being representative of the slot
region. Contact thermal conductance of 5674w/rnZ-°K(1000 Btu/hr-ftZ-OF) was
assumed for the interference fit between the stator start and outer gas contain-
ment wall.
Using appropriate values of gap parameters for the various gaps, and the
material properties as listed in Appcndix LI, the pump thermal matrix was ana-
lyzed by the use of the thermal analyzer computer program (TAP code). A sec-
tion of the matrix, as applied to the stator slot, is _hown in Figure 60. Each
path between each node is represented by an admittance term, Y, which is the
reciprocal of the thermal resistance. Each node was assigned a heat generation
r_te and/or temperature. The logic of the TAP code follows.
The computer code applies the following finite-difference approximation
equation to each of the nodes of the network for each time step or iteration:
T°'8+A8 = T°'8 + C_--8-[Q+_YiTi)-(EYi)T°]o ' ...(Z2)
where:
C = capacitance of node
Q = heat generation rate of node
T = temperature of node
Y = admittance of a heat flow path
8 = time
Subscripts
cr= a node being iterated
8 : a value at time, e
8 + /kS = a value at end oi time step, _e ,
; o = designates the node which is being iteratedat a given moment
• i = designates a node connected to node o _
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Figure 63. Heat Flow Map -- Helical Pump Slot With
Argon Gas and Mica Thermal Insulation-
Design No. 74
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The finite-difference equation for iteration of zero-capacitance node is:
Q + _ (YiTi )
To,0+Ae = . ... (z3)
The first case for the helical pump was run using argon cover gas and mica
thermal insulation, and the results are shown in the steady-state temperature
map, Figure 61. Using the thermal contact conductances and conductivitles
shown, the maximum copper temperature 316°C (600°F) occurred in the bar
closest to the bot NaK duct. Temperatures in the stator iron ran"-17°C (B0°F)
lower than in the adjacent copper.
The hot-spot temperature of the winding occurred at the end turn of the bot-
tom copper bar, Figure 62, and was "-14 ° C (25°F) higher than in the slot copper.
This is because the primary heat transfer path _s through the laminated Hiperco
stack to the cooling coils. The end turns, being covered by layers of glass insu-
lation tape arid each other, have little chance of rejecting their heat by radiation
or conduction directly to the cooling coils. No credit was taken fcr gas convec-
tion cooling which would contribute a heat transfer path during ground testing.
A heat flow map of the stator slot, Figure 63, shows that most of the heat
is conducted laterally from the copper into the laminations, and then radially
to the cooling coils. Nearly as much heat is conducted from the end turns into
the slot ar is generated in the slot. Approximately half the total heat being
rejected to the cooling coils is coming from the hot NaK duct.
All of these temperatures are sufficiently low that no degradation of the !
materials was anticipated; however, a series of runs were made to determine
the sensitivities of the temperatures to gap conductivities and thermal insulation
i effectiveness.
Substitution of a helium-xenon gas mixture, molecular weight of 40, for
argon in the stator can had no appreciable change on the temperatures (Figure
i 64). Although the gas mixture had a thermal conductivity of nearly three times 1
that of the argon, and increased the heat transfer across the gaps, it also al-
l
i lowed more heat to flow into the winding from the NaK duct. The net effectwas
a slight reduction in temperatures near cooling coils. This result might have :
!
i been different, if a more effective thermal insulation were used between the _
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Figure 65. Effect of Vacuum on Helical Pump Slot
Temperatures -- Design No. 74 :;
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:i" Figure 66. Effect of Multi-Layer Thermal Insulation on ,i
: Helical Pump Slot Temperatures-
Design No. 74 With Argon Gas
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NaK duct and stator gas can. No problem v_as anticipated with corona dis-
charge with the helium gas, based upon Reference 15.
The effect of cover gas loss on slot temperatures is shown in Figure 65.
• Temperatures are between 39 and 50°C (70 and 90°F) higher than with argon in
the gaps, but are stillwell within the capabilities of the materials.
; - When a more effective three-layer composite insulation system is used in
: _" place of the solid mica, the hot-spot temperatures are dropped nearly 33 °C
: _ (60°F) (Figure 66) During detail design, an even more effective insulation sys-?
tern was planned, which would reduce temperatures even further.
E
A summary of the thermal analysis is shown in Table 15. The hot-spot
temperatures were consistently in the end turns, which were 6 to 11°C (10 to
Z0 °F) higher than the slot copper. All of the temperatures shown were well
within materials capabilities, but temperatures would be further reduced with
super thermal insulation and higher conductivity gases. The stator can tem-
perature shown was used in the stress analysis.
3. Stress Analysis
It was decided, early in the preliminary design phase, to design the pump
duct to meet the intent of Section HI, Class I, of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Code, applying the high-temperature case criteria. Section VIII of the Code was
applied to the gas containment elements and structural members. Because of
the conservatism built into the Code, a design margin of 0 represents a high-
integrity design. The applied loads on the various pump members and the allow-
able stresses will vary, depending on the particular mode of PLPA operation
[i.e., vacuum operation with 610°C (I130°F) NaK, ground test NaK filland drain,
short-term operation at 649°C (lZ00 ° F) NaK]. The loadlngs on the various parts
for these conditions are shown in Figures 67a, b, and c, and the stresses result-
; ing from these loads at steady-state temperature conditions were analyzed.
Standard formulas, found in the preceding codes and in References 16 and 17,
were used to calculate stress levels and design margins.
Positive design margins were achieved in the elastic range for the primary i
NaK pressure boundary, Figure 68. The stress levels shown for the return pipe,
" Figure 69, indicated that additional flexibilitywould have to be achieved in the :
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: _ R a = 15,320 kN m2 (2.222 psi)
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loop, and/or a plastic analysis would have to be conducted. Figure 70 shows
that the sliding duct support is rigid enough to prevent movement of the NaK '
duct in the stator bore; <0.0025 cm (0.001 in.) deflection would occur for the
; calculated loads.
#
The most difficult stress probleln occurred in the thin inner gas can and its !
deflection diaphragm, Figure 71. The inner gas can must be kept as thin as _
possible, since it occupies the magnetic gap and can contribute to the electrical
losses. Since the inner gas can operates 139°C (ZS0°F) hotter than the outer
:, can, some means of accommodating the differential thermal expansion must be
provided. In the particular design, this was achieved by the use of a flexing _
diaphragm. The stress shown indicates that a plastic analysis would have to be _
conducted, to ascertain whether the design meets code. Another possibility was
the use of alternate materials for certain structural members.
The effect of launch loads on the support structure is shown in Figure 7Z. i
All of the stresses shown are well below the yield strength of the Type 316 stain-
less steel frame or A-286 super alloy bolts, and no problem is anticipated in
this area. ;i
4. Dual Helical FLPA Design Features _
The general design details of the final configuration, at the end of the pre- _ _
: liminary design phase, are shown as Figures 73, 74, and 75. , ':
A tie bolt is shown holding the center section laminations under compression.
The washer at the bolt head is a close fi_ to the bolt, and welded to the conical
flow guide section. The other end of the bolt is in a shding guide, which allows i _t
for differential thermal growth between the washer and the NaK duct. A similar ,
approach is used on the whole center body, in that the transition swirl vanes
were welded only at one end to the outer transition cone. A sweat fit between ' _
the helix and outer NaK duct was not used, since it complicated designing to the
codes. The entrance and exit pipes to the PLP,\ were welded to the end bells,
whi._ the other U-shaped loop was allowed to float. The inner duct and outer
duct are supported without any reliance on the thermal insulation to carry the I _
load. The end bells are welded to the stator shell which locates the stator and ,,
.' • its bore, maintaining excellent control of the magnetic gap, which contains the
it
d
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6530 5415
_'igure 70. Helical Pump Duct Sliding Support
o = 17.9 x _04 kN/m 2 (26 ksl)
_. PUMP (REF)
EXTERNAL BUCKLING
WITH p = 103.4 kN/m 2
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0.064 cm
_ \ _0.02si,,.) ,. ,o3.4kN/_2
r/Jl\ o .5p,,) T_'PE316SS
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i Figure 'tl. Heli,:al Pump Gas Containment Can Design StressL
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gas can and thermal iasula_ion. The thermal insulation in the helical section
is manufactured as a cglinder_ and mounted on the duct by attachment at the
conical sections. Additional thermal insulation covers the remaining pipe and
'_ conical section.
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iVl. ac PUMP SUMMARY COMPARISON
5
Upon completion of the preliminary design phase, a new comparison of the
dual ac linear and helical PLPA's was made (see Table 16). The helical pump
approach was shown to be superior in every regard to the l_near PLPA• The
efficiency of the helical pump had increased to 9.1% as the study progressed,
•
due to lower hydraulic losses and lower winding temperatures than originally :'
anticipated• On the other hand, the linear pump, for the reverse of these rea- 5
sons, exhibited a lower efficienc¢ (7.0%) at the end of the study. Volume of the
helical PLPA was "_50% of that of the linear PLPA, and weighed 227 kg (500 lb)
less. Estimated reliabilities of the two approaches were approximately equal;
however, the hot spot temperature of the helical pump was calculated to be 65°C ,=
: (117°F) lower. This lower temperature would increase the PLPA's chance of
surviving any reduction of coolant flow, etc•, and is definitely a desirable feature. .
$
Design predictability of the helical pump was considered good, since it was based _:.
primarily on standard electrical machine design techniques. The linear pump
design, on the other hand, required the extrapolation of performance data from
larger, non-flight-type EM pump tests. The assumptions required in the extrapo-
lations tended to increase the development risk of the linear pump. Fabrication \
process development was considered approximate!y equal for the two approaches.
Based upon the preceding comparisons, it was concluded that the best EMpump
option to satisfy the PLPA requirements was the ac helical induction approach.
: ;'r
?
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= APPENDIX I :J
:. RELIABI LITY EQUATIONS "
,j.
The reliability evaluation of the various pumping concepts required setting
, up equations which represented the failure of the different components. These
%
equations are shown in the following sections,
f
:_-- A. HELICAL PUMP- DUAL PLPA- DOUBLE WINDING = 100% DEVELOPED "
: PRESSURE RISE REQUIRED IN EACH PUMP
Probability of flow = [.probability of 100% capacity + probability of 1 good ;
,-. _ winding in each pump and gas containment (can) good in both + probability of 1 ;
good _inding only in either pump and the proper can good] (probability 1 of 2
cooling coils being good) (probability throats are good)
R 4R + R - 8R 3 + 4R R g
P (flow) = R Rg w w g
+ 4Rg(R w- Rw2)( 2 " zRw + Rw2-Rg)][RT2(ZRc -R:)] , ...(A-l)
P (I00%) = 2R Rg- R w g R T 2R c , .., •_
where:
P (flow) = probability of some flow !.
P (100%) = probability of 100% flow
Rw = winding reliability -" exp(-kwt)
. Rg = gas containment reliability - exp(-kgt)
" R T = throat reliability = exp(-lTt)
' R = cooling coil reliability = exp(-I t)
C C
), = failure rate
t = time period
v m _
_- If gas containment is ,lot critical (i.e., loss of gas does not cause pump
_ . failure), then Equations A-1 and A-Z become: :
AI- 7Z - 54 ' _:
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P(flow) =[(ZRw 2 - R4) + (4Rw2 8R 3+ 4R4) + 4(Rw - R_)
(,_w__w_)l'1_'('_c-_)! , :_-_, _
,,00_0,: (__ _w_)1_(_. _:)1 ,.__,i, c ....
B. HELICAL PUMP --TRIPLE PLPA --SINGLE WINDINGS --50% DEVELOPED
4 PRESSURE RISE REQUIRED IN EACH PUMP :
% -
: Probability of flow = (probability of I of 3 units operating) (probability of °
" good throats) (probability of 1 of 2 cooling coils being good)
where:
R = pump reliability = R R
p w g
Q = I - R = i-R R
_, p p w g i
_ (_ _°+_°_)H(_-_IIP (flow) = R + 3Rp P P
r
g w g w g/ T 2R - R .... (A-5)C
P (100%) = probability of 2 of 3 units operating
= (RI_+ 3R2p Qp) RT3(zRc Rc2) = (3R2"p 2R3)R3(ZRc - Rc2) ':
: = _ w g w g ' '"
Assuming gas containment loss does no.___.tfail pump, Equations A-5 and A-6 are:
: P(flow)= (Rw3 + 3Rw - 3Rw 2) RT3(2R c - R z) , ...(A-7)
: P(1007o)= (3Rw2 - 2R,3)RT 3(zR c - Rc2) .... (A-8) :
AI-72-54
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C. LINEAR PUMP --DUAL PLPA --SINGLE CAN --100% DEVELOPED | :
PRESSURE RISE IN EACH PUMP i '
Probability of flow = (probabilityof 100_/0+ probabilityof i winding in each ..
• pump good and cans good) (probabilityof Z good throats)(probabilityof ] of Z
{
cooling coilsgood)
i
" where:
R =R2R
p w g i'
Q =I-KZR
p w g
)
g w w w I g g
2 - 2R w + R w - c "'" i.
w g/R,r_ 2Rc - Re " ...(A-10) :
2
Ifloss of gas containment does not failpump_ :
_,_ow,=I(_w_. _)+ (_ __ _+_)+ _(_w-__) _V! W (l
'_(_-_/ .... (_-,,,(,-,_ __ll _ .
p(100%) = ZR - R z - R .... (A-IZ) :.
D. LINEAR PUMP -- TRIPLE PLPA -- SINGLE CAN -- 50% DEVELOPED PRES-
SURE RISE REQUIRED IN EACH PUMP
¢
Probability of flow = (probability of 100% + probability of 1 winding in each
: of 3 units and the cans good + probability of 1 winding in 2 of 3 units and proper
cans good + probability of 1 winding and its can good in 1 of 3 units) (probability _:
" of 3 good throats) (probability of I of 2 cooling coils good) !",
where: '_
2
Rp = Rw Rg _
• Q =I-RZR
p w g
A_-72-54 ?
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.. g w g w w
_ +_(_-_llI0-_I_ (_-_l_Ii_(_-_)I....I_-_l
:: Probability of 100% : (probabilityof 2 of 3 units){probabilityof 3 good throats_
i (probability1 of 2 coils good)
_ _I_,.0_0,--(_+_.__)_(_-_)_o(_C-_C)_(_ -_) , _
J :
--(_'_-__( -C) _-_,
_ g w gl T 2Rc .... : i.
_, If gas loss does not fallpump,
• P (flow): 3R - 2R + 8 R - 3R 4 + 3R 5 _ R :
w w
; +_(_.-_)(_-1_II_(_o-_c_)l...._-_,
_I_00_0,_-( ._)_(_c-_c_).... ,_-_,
t
E. LINEAR PUMP-- DUAL PLPA -- DOUBLE CAN -- 100% PRESSURE RISE
REQUIRED IN EACH PUMP
where:
R =RZR z
p w g
2 2Q - 1 - R - 1 - R R
p p w g
1 ZRZ - R4R4+ 4R R (I - 3R R + 3RZRZ - R3R 3)P (flow)= ZR w g w g w g w g w g w g
'_ +[(RwRg)(l - RwRg)Z]Z}RTZ(ZRc " Rcz)
(A-17)i e •
(_ ) ( c_)Z . RlR4 Z - R , (A-18) i '_P(100_o) = 2R Rg w g RT ZRc ''" ",
i_ :'
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• _ -f loss of gas does not fail pump,
P(flow)= (4Rw- 6RwZ 4Rw3 _ Rw4)[RTz(zRc " RcZ)l .... (A-19)
,_oo°_o,- ( w_-_w_)_(__)_ . ...___o,
ii
• !
T
: i
!
/
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APPENDIX Ii
_ THERMAL ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS
:: _ Thermal Conductivities [w/cm-°C ,Btu/hr_ft_°F)]
_ _ , S Glass 0.01 (0.60)
_ Mica 1.18 ,. I0 "3 (0.0683)
_ Thermal Insulation
-; _ 0.0127 cm (5 mils) SS foil
_ 0.0508 cm (20 mils) mica 1.93 x 10 "4 (0.31!2) :
: _ 0.0127 cm (5 mils) SS f,A1
_ Copper 3.63 at 371°C _
" _ (210 at 700°F)
_ Laminated Hiperco-27 0.502 at 316°C
! (29.0 at 600 _F)F
_, Alumina 0.14 at 371°C >
(8.0 at 700° F)
Stainless Steel 0.225 at 53_ °C :
(13.0 at 1000 ° F)
' : Argon 3.17 x I0 -4 at 371°C
i (0.0183 at 700°F)
; Helium-Xenon Mixture (M. W. = _o) 1.10 x 10 "3 at 399°C .:
_ (0.0635 at 750°F)
_ Emis sivitie s
_ S Glass 0.80
: i Copper 0.40
Alumina 0.40 •
_ Internal Heat Generation Rates (I2R) :_
i Helical Pump --Design No. _4 _
• _ Windings 0.207 w/cm
_ (0.526 w/in.) _:
_ Laminations 1 .10 w/kg
_' (0.50w/lb)
i Inner Stator Can [25.4 (10 in.) 130cm length, W
_ equally distributed]
Linear Pump --Design No. 66
Windings 0.055 w/cm
: I (0.14 w/in.)
• _ Per Tooth 2.3 w
_ I " Core (slotpitch basis) 1.5 w
; " 125
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